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"iVentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
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the Tennessee prison at
from
Mr. Pentecost disclosed that this
charge.
y not members of the Legion, are
BURY CLOYS INFANT
Saturda
to brothers. Jim Page, Bumpas
was
e.
arrested
Nashvill
a
e
introduc
will
ire
to Oscar
Chickens belonging
The Fourth District Tournament year, 'Frigida
Mills. and Ike Page. Bumpas Mills.
afternoon at the home of his cordially invited to attend- this imthis year. line of household refrigerators that
Kemp were identified here leadFuneral services for Hansford will be played in Benton
s,
brother at Dexter. Pace had es- portant meeting
advance
the greatest
offer
will
had
He
's
arrest.
Cellow
s
to
Coleman
both
.ing
comprise
of
district
infant
The
Lee Cloys, 3 months old
Gaped from the prison twice-arid- Eleven-selditione4--rrterribers=havement in years. Sensational operatto
Murray
is
and
chickens
the
selling
counties
been
Marshall
and
were
way
Cloys,
Mr and Mrs. Treman
prominent farm- merchants and produce dealers, had been at large for about four been ecured since the last report,
, made possible by a
n,
economy
ing
Robinso
Oscar
rethe
since
ent
2
tournam
at
first
the
held Tuesday afternoon
months, He was turned over, to bringing the total membership to
The dis- mechanical unit so simple it is er of Just Northwest' of Murray. both 'alive and dressed,
o'clock at the home. Elder L. F. districting of the teams
Tennessee authorities Sunday after- 160. They are W. I. Owen, J A.
accomplished lost two fine cows last Sunday
been
has
ng,
mystifyi
two
ed
the
compris
y
Pogue was in latatvgie.Kit.,the ser- .trict formerl
Camp. Curtis Crouch. -011ie Pasnoon
and re- otter they became mad after being
but for the past few years by Frigidaire's engineering
chall. H. C. Sleds!, W. T. Raker,
Correspondents and local adver- vices and burial was in the Bazzell counties
result bitten by a rabid dog. Dr. fr.-H.
the
with
ries
laborato
search
district.
a
Calloway has been
in by cemetery
John W. Hughes. Robert Key and
__STEALS RADIO
been Boggess was called and the cows
has
tisers who get their copy
tion
refrigera
modern
of
coaches,
At a recent meeting
Louis E. Ernstberger; H. L. Starks,
infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
The
houseBogMonday:
of
Dr.
reach
rabid.
within
ced
brought
pronoun
were
Tellus
Principals Ed Filbeck and
REMAINS ILL
Claude Farmer has reported that George Starks,
near Dexter, died
Lloyd
Prichett.
of
e
cows.
the
Day -Nite Lunch
moderat
most
the
shot
with
farmers
holders
and
gess
the
Chambers were named to select
were a 'cabimet radio was stolen from
Chatterbox
One was of registered stock and last Friday. Funeral services
to inconles, he stated
,Boaz Gibbs, stominent farmer of place after the coaches failed
Bell county 4-H club members
was in his Mine West of Murray. The
burial
and
y
held
Saturda
Boggess
Dr.
Beak Motor Co.
Cows
good
were
both"
To
Accompanying Mr. Pentecost
Southwest of Murray, remains con- agree.
home- was vacant at the time and- exhibited 156 entries of black-willy.
cemeter
Stewart
the
bitten
Eagle
were
animals
The
states.
Coaches of the two counties will the meeting were Harry Broach
fined at his home with illness. Mr
the exact time of the theft was not nuts, 51 of hickory nuts, and 48
Frazee. Berry & Mehigin
of !!tecember 9 by a rabid dog that
Gibbs has been ill for the past meet February 29 at' Benton to and Vernon--Jackson. members
of corn at a district show.
known,
eds
the
classifi
to
Read
It
Pays
Muria.), Milk Products Co
county.
the
through
circle
a
took
complete plans for the tournament. his sales organization.
four months with rheumatism.
Peoples.Bank

MRS. SALLIE GUIER
76, RITES SUNDAY

ALL STATE BOARDS
BUT HIGHWAY BODY
FILLED TO QUORUM

45 Wire Birthday
Joy to President

FIRE DESTROYS
TOBACCO .BARN1

Ormer Resident
Is Buried Here

Bre4ks Leg In
Fall On Streets

l

MRS. MANNING IS
BURIED MONDAY

RITES FRIDAY FOR
FORMER RESIDENT
-

CAPITOL-THEATRE
SAFE IS BLOWN

Property Is Sold by
Master Commissioner

Murray High Classes
Plan Annual Contests

MURRAY POST TO
MEET FEBRUARY 6

Attend Meet of
Frigidaire Dealers

Arrest Fourth For
Chicken Steeling

Tennessee Convict
Is Taken Here

Fourth District
Tourney to Benton

Loses Two Cows
Due To Rabies

HONOR ROLL

Prichett Child Dies

•

•
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Phone 338, Pleads

Oesey for Hits page should be submitted sot it
afternoon each week.
Mrs. Penn Roberts
Hest
The Children Chapter of Confederacy met sand • organized Friday -ital. 3glinarY 24; at the - home
of-eldrs. Penn Roberts.
Ilighlowing officers were electHolcomb. president; Naned:
cy Mellen. vice-ptesident; Rebecca
Robertson. secretary and treasurer.
A B. Waters, corresponding secrery:111Dry- raizaseuf Kober.
Idag,,,alimrick, prograniseelintifittees-se4s • k—
_ Regular meeting will be held
the Intrci NUndep-d-aacla-inonth.
••••
Outland-Bates
A weddIng beautiful because of
its simplicity was that of Miss
Alice Outland to Mr. William
Putton Bates of Charleston. Tenn.
The impressive ceremony was
said by the Rev. 0. A Marrs at
the home of the bride on Saturday
afternoon at four o'clock before an
assemblage of relatives and intimate friends. Their attendants
were Miss Mary Virginia, Diuguid
and Mr Pogue Outland. Mrs. Joe
-aran played Mendelesohn's Wedg March and "Love's Old Sweet
Song.' during the ceremony.
The bride a beautiful brunette
_yore a dark blue suit withernatch. „ing accessories. Her maid of lion-4.. Miss Diuguid, was attractive
la a mahogany red suit. The
Jaide's mother wore a model ot

Beware Coughs
from common colds

Own Tuisku

dark green creels
They left immediately for Dayton. Tenn.. where they will make
their home
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. F. a Outland and a
grand-daughter of Mr. Everrett
Outland. She graduated at Murray
High School and attended M. S. C.
where the won a host of friends.
Mr. Bates is the son of Mr. and
-1,--Eletee -et--C
ton..Tenn He is a capable young
rn.'ititla steriinglilalities. He is
a graduate of Wesleyan College and
had one year of law at the University of 'Tennessee.

interest in the review to follow.
Mrs. C. L. Scharborough gave ."A
House Divided" by Pearl Buck;
JOU Nellie May Wyman reviewed
"In Time of Peace" by Thomas
Boyd; and Mrs. E. J. Beale presented "Deep Dark • River" by
Robert Rylee.
Mrs. T. P. Cook was a visitor.
'During the social hour a salad
plate was served by the hosts Mrs.
R. A. Johnstorsolefre Cleo Hester,
Mrs. J. T. McCoy, Mrs J. W.
Carr.

Murray Woman's Club Opens
1M6 With Worthy Actions
At a call meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club over which Mrs.
W. J. Caplinger, president. presided, several important plans were
acted upon.
It was unanimously voted to present Mrs. .J. W. Carr for state
thiid vice president if she would
consent The election will be held
in Harrodsburg in May.
Plans were made for an open
meeting in compliment to Mrs.
Paul Wickliff of Greenville who is
state president and the district governor Mrs. Joe Cantillon of Hickman.. The date will be definitely
set later.
'Fifty dollars were voted for playground equipment to be placed at
the city school
•
M. E. Society Meets
Tuesday

The Alice Waters Missionary Society will Meet at the M. E. church
Zuesclay afternoon et' 2:30. Circle
No matter how many medicines No. 2 will have charge of the pro_you have tried for your cough.chest gram. s,
• s. • •.•
loki or bronchial irrnallon. you can
ret relief now with Creonitabeetie
Fiction
Study
Alphas
- Rerk,uz trouble may be brewing and
etou cannot afford to take a chance
of the Alpha DepartMembers
aildlla anything less than Creoniul'
, spa. whici . goes right to the seat ment enjoyed excellent reviews of
.of. the trouble to aid nature to three significant novels setting
.aoothe and heal the inflamed mem- forth certain philosophies at their
Airlines as the germ-lade; Wean January meeting Saturday at the
• Is loosened and expelled.
-•Even if other remedies have home of Mrs- J. W. Carr.
Mrs. G B Scott cleverly gave a
' Bed, don't be discouraged. your
is authorised te guarantee picture of Pearl Buck as she knew
icomulsion and to refund year her as a student at Randolph
money if you are not satisfied with
, Macon.
Facts in the life of the
hn,a4a
jessass from the yery
.et Creomulskin right now. (Adv.) author were added senieni added4
la

That Hang On

SERVICE
Sound Protection
SAVINGS

SAV

FIRE...TORNADO

Many friends here will rainembet Mrs. Herndon as she is the
youngest daughter ot Dr. Gad Mrs
G.. P. Hicks. formerly et this
ounty. niece of Mrs. Leslie Viis
•••• •
Miss Margaret Baker. BraceletsToes_ Weds Brady Taylor

* • • • •

The Training School Mothers'
Club will mee1 in the sivth grade
room 'Friday. February 7. at 1:30
p. m.
The Delta Department will meet
Tuesday evening. February 4, at
the home of Mrs. Will Whitnell on
Mrs. Joe Lovett
Poplar street.
and Mrs. Roe Stewart are assisting

The Cassias,. Departsper;t7liwill
meet February 6 with Mrs. E. B.
Houston. The hour is 2.30 p. m.
•• •••
M. E. Women Take Study Coarse
In Paris, Tenn:.
Among those who attended an
Officers Training School at the
First M. E. Church in Paris. Tenn..
on Wsdneeday were Mrs. E. B.
Houston, Miss Alice Waters, Mrs.
Mary McCoy, Mrs. J. D. Sexton.
and Mrs. C. A. -Bishop.
• • •• •
Mrs. J. W. Carr In Louisville
For Board Meeting
Mrs. J. W. Carr left Wednesday
to attend an executive board
meeting 'of the Kentucky Womens
Clubs in Louisville Thursday and
Friday.

A miscellaneous shower was
lltvorin-nnnor of MrS7 Ketteritnrers on January la at the home of
Mrs. Chesley Beach.
The afSernoon was spent in
games and various contests for all.
Refreshments were served by the
host assisted by Mrs. Carnie Pierce,
Mrs. Tyrnan Edwards, and Mrs.
Orvin Beach_ .
Many nice and useful gifts were
received by the honoree.
Magasine Club Elects officers
•Those ptiesent were:
Mrs. Wye Mae Riley, Mrs. Jessie
The Magazine Club held the Hendricks, Mrs. Edna Swift, Mrs.
January meeting at the High Onie Fulton, Mrs. }kola Williams,
School building.
Mrs. Hattie Beach, Mrs. Bertha
Election of officers was held and Rogers. Mrs. Nina Riley, Mrs. Iva
those to serve- are as follows:
Edwards, Mrs. Alice Grant, Mrs.
Mrs. G. T. Hicks; Alma Beach, Mrs. Joyce Beach.
President,
vice-president, Mrs. B. B. Keys:
Mrs. Bess Jones, Mrs. Vonnie
Mrs. Chas. Marine; Mrs Lora Jones. Mrs. Lillie
recording secretary.
Hire: corresponding secretary, Mrs. Pierce,- Mrs. Rama Pierce. Mrs.
Geo. Upchurch; treasurer, Mrs, ?Avis Hurt, Mrs. ha Hurt- Mrs.
Clyde Downs; librarian, Mrs. Leslie Susan Hurt, Mrs. Mae
.Beach, Mrs.
Putnam; reporter, Mrs. F. D. Mel- Theo. Marine, Mrs. Garvie Edlen.
wards, Mrs. Ellen Wadkins. Miss
Programs for the year have been Reubene Tucker. •
completed by the committee 'cornMiss Maurine Rogers, Miss Charposed of Mrs. Leland Owen, Mrs. lene Hendricks, Miss Geraldine
A. M. Wolfson, Mrs. R. A. Johns- Hurt, ibliss Mary Bell Pace, Miss
ton. Mrs. F. D. Mellen, Mrs. Leslie Virginbi
Marine. Mica Dorothy
Putnam.
Hurt, Miss Nell Pierce, Miss Dell
Mrs. C. A. Bishop, retiring pres- Pierce. Mrs. Lillian Rogers. Gerald
ident. has served most efficiently D. Pierce, Billie Joe Jones, Freand the year 11134-35 was enjoyed lop Pierce and James Earl. Hurt.
by club members.
Mrs. Jack Beale Jr.. will. be host,
for the February meeting.

George E. Overbey. son of Mr.
and Mrs. B. W. Overbey, was
pledg-d to membership in the
Gamma Eta Gamma National Professional Fraternity for Lawyers at
the Eta Chapter in Bloomington.
2nd. Where Mr. Overbey is completing his senior year in Indiana
University School of Law.
Members of this fraternity are
ehnsen from students enrolled in
the university law school and must
meet certain requirements in regard to character. personality, and Mr. And Mrs. Jimmy Huey
ability.
Are Honored
•
,Mr and Mrs. Jimmy Bucy were
Hiek=ilensdon
given a miscellaneous shower rtesWedding
day, January 21, by their neighbors
Dr. and Mrs. Gs --P.- Hicks of and friends.
announced
have
Tenn,
Bruceton.
Many lovely and useful gifts
the marriage of their daughter, were received by the
,
honorees:
Ted
Joe
Anita Paschall. to Mr.
Herndon son of Mr. and Mrs. S. L. 'Hot coffee and cake was served.
Mrs. Florence Canon. Mrs. Lula
Herndon which took place on FriMiller. Mrs. Goldie Holland. Mn,
'
day. December 27, 1935.
Jim Hart, Mrs. Pearl G
The- couple was accompanT,ed by Mrs. W.
C. Holland., Julian Henderson Of Union City.' Mrs. Wert
Alderson. Mrs. Bette
Tenn_. to Clinton. Ky.. where the White. Mrs.
Wilford _Haley. Mrs.
ceremony was performed in the
Robert Parker. Mrs. Alice AlderBaptist
First
the
Of
parsonage
son. Mrs. Annie Strader.
Church by the.. Rev.'Mr. Gardner.
Mrs. Dora Mae Bucy. Mrs. C. A.
Mrs. Herndon is a graduate of Busy and baby C. A. Jr., Mrs Ira
the 1934 class of Central High fox, Mrs: Carl Poener. Mrs. AudSchool. Bruceton. Tenn.. and is rey Canon.
ek

'

Automobile, Plate,Glass Causality
Agent MISITAL BENEFIT LIFE INS. CO.

L.E. OWEN,Gen. Inantance
First National Beak Building

lid. iflia.

Johnson City, Tenn.
Mr. Herndon is a graduate of the
1932 class of Central High School,
Bruceton: Term.. and te a junior -of
Murray State College where he
Walf-111I-end on the Thoroughbred
eleven_ _

'A

PAY DAY!
The companies represented by thiS office call attention to the
fact that our town unfortunately produced more than THREE HUN—
DRED THOUSAND DOLLARS in - Fire Insurance losses during 1935,

which figure represents a per capita loss of more than ONE HUNDRED
D'OLLARS---$100.00 average for each Man, woman and child in the
4ost41—abel-t-bett art Iirssefk -on -rbliet-es-illsned by this,offire were-promptsatisfactorily adjustecLand paid. The losses sustained by-Companies repreSented by this office equaled five times the premiums those
•
Companies collected last last year.
Under the eircurnognces, we Are in nt position to object when
the companies tell Us that, we must settle in full with them not later
than tebfuary 15th on all policies issued•before January I,:1936. In
order to du
e of c6urse must call on.clur go(id clients' 1or-1s- sistance:

-Within the next few 4ays we intend to furnish each policyholder on our books a 'statement of their account for all policies issued -be-fore the.first day of this year, and we trust that e
no excel:Wan-To our action, and give t e matter ;tromp attentipit. If
it isn't convenient to pay the total balance, due, a substantial payment
will greatly aid us to comply with the Companies' requirements.
()f
Vii: a'zure each and everyone• of you of our .appreciation
,_. _
1. .
hu,ines and that we
-•patTonay,•
.
placed with ukin evdy respect,
, l_i_li_luu.kinbu
..... sinessyo;a-

Frazee, Berry & Melugm
First Floor

Brady Taylor. a senior of Murray State' College. revealed January 21 the deep dark secret that
he was married and had been married since August 27. 19S5, to Miss
Margaret Baker of Bruceton. Tenn..
with the ceremony being performed by the Rev. Mr. Gerdner. in
the parsonage of the Baptist
Church in Clinton, tt_y, Joe Herodon, an end on the Thoreughkrtd
eleven, a teammate,- and a restdent -of Bruankese, served as beSt.
Titelor, also a resident
of Bruceton. attended the University of Tennessee JuniorCollege at
Tern, before coming to
Martin, _Tenn..
Murray State in Februata, T
Mrs. Taylor is a senior in Conftool at Bruceton,
tral High
Tenn. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Baker of Bruceton,
Tenn.
Mr. Taylor is the son of Mr. and
Mrs L. E. Taylor. Bruceton. and a
nephew of Mrs. Leslie Ellis of the
county

Gatlin Bldg.

Phone 331

Monday the grade cards for the
first six grades were issued. Those
on the honor roll are as follows:
First grade: Anna Faye Miller,
Eugene Rogers, Dean Lassiter,
Charles Pogue and Thomas Jr.
Hughes.
Second grade: Nacini Broach,
Ruth Tinsley, Nixola Wrather, Anna Mae Lamm, and Carol Martin
Rogers.
Third grade: Hugh Arnett, James
Key, Shirley Dffrham, losetta Morris. Betty Jane. Adams, and Ruth
Spann.
Fourth grade: Mary Frank Miller, ,Martha Jo Miller, Johnie Pat
Boyd, J. C. Armstrong, Otis Rieves
Miller, Yada Mae Riley, TrevaDell Cole and Harlan Spann.
Fifth grade: Maurita Morris,
Hugh Kelso-, Alton Hughes, Herbert Hughes and Charlene Cochrum.
• Sixth grade: Harue ,Armstrong,
Larue Armstrong, Marjorie Arnett
and Barbara Nell Harris.
•
Friday night the ball squad
went to Sedalia to meet' defeat'
Lineups:"
with a score of 9-3.
Grove—C. Cochrum and
Ls-nn

..

a

THE WILL TO
SERVE
In moments of
responsive

darkness, one

to the veriest
wish, sympathetic in the performance of our sacred tasks.
Our helpful efficiency does not
intrude upon the solitude of grief.
Our personnel and equipment are
such as to assure the utmost in
the bereaved. We take
..4 comfort to
!
pride in reverent service.

finds us

GILBERT-DORON COMPANY
FUNER.AL HOME
• : - w B GILBERT

.

no

.t

Mr. And Mrs, Beetle Cochrum
Honored
Mr and Mrs. John Cochrum and
children, and grandchildren and a
few friends honored Mr. and Mrs.
Bauzie Cochrum with a wedding
dinner Saturday. January 25
A delectable dinner was served.
Guests included were as follows:
Mr_ and Mrs. Charlie Cochrum
and family._ Herman, CI:arlene,

How Cardni Helps
Women To Build Up

1\
,

to help you get the
kind of'car you've always wanted

L of the mystery and a lot of be less, if you're used to "dressthe expense have gone out ing up"low-priced cars to make
of time payments with the new them stand out from thovKowd.
GMAC 6% Time Payment Plan. Cardul stimulates the appetite ind
Improves digestion, helping women
don't you let us show you
the/
to get more strength from the food
simpre as A,B-C. Delivered_why
strength
no.rrishment
money will buy
your
t
wha
go
pstris
fianc,onsi
la bon: u7 certain
price, less trade-in ---plus insur —this itiwkovea plan —andunder- with
alrey and women pratae Card'.:1 for tiepin,
tirt c. athem back to good hesi.h.
ance, plus 6% — that's about all Buick's new
Ratliff. of Hinton. te
- low prices? There's
r.it seen
did
I
baby.
last
my
etbirth
the
there is to it. And it not only saves no obligation at all in a demon-CardnI
to get my strength back
again art% was soon Pond and wel: I have
brain-racking — it ,saves money. stration—we get as much fun out
given It to ma danglitters and terolimend it
to other ladiee.".. . Thousands of welnen
Wady Carla benefited them- If It &Naos , One result is that you can buy a of watching your eyes pop as you
Naafi& YOU, consult • titissietan.
Buick for little if any more than g_et out of Buick's thrilling ride
you're useTio paying -for a car And how are you ever going to
, in the lowest-priced clastitTwitpr know whether you can afford a
three dollars more per \yeek puts Buick unless you let us show
Convenient Schedule a big car at your doorstep—may- you in dollars-and-vents terms?
eat.

A

EVER STEP FROM
10 TO 60
in less than 21 seconds? That's
-the kind of hair-trigger getaway
reou get, when you need it, in the
Buick Special Series 40. All the
_speed a sensible driver could ask
for—and hydraulic brakes to keep
your stopping line straight and
smooth. But come around — take
•demonstration—see for yourself
--wtry fitrieksastireinne

13 /naprov.d,

AS

Atter

Vs

BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TOPadueah:1 A. IC,1T:1S A. M.
Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. Ms
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. N.
Mayfield: 6 A. 14.. 11 A. M.; SP. M.
Paris: 7:45 A. Xi 2 P. M.
ALL BLOMES CROSS COLLENIN
C AMPUS
- --Connections to St. Louis, Chiesges,
Detroit, and Everywhere.

YOU CAN AFFORD THE NEW ItUtat
filinet
nes atit
st prie
t hat
.45 areetche
e/h9
o:l
tm
to
ac-tiesnot
extra.cost. All
rdal
e. models
- .all
series grovpb i
so
throughout
Flukk prices i lude safrty t;?ass
as stamiard equipouirt..1ThUorsient new .
. (MAC St6 TIME PAYMENT PLAN

'765

C. RAY LINES
Phone 4.M

qsmi4isePIP111111011101111MISSISIIINWIle•mul.00511"'
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Lynn Grove—Hi

ces Wilson. Miss Lucy. Strader,
Buford Bailey, Mrs. Waltaa_laiirteet,
Mrs. Jim Guerin
!Mrs. Ulyea Alderson. Mrs. Hugh
White, Mrs. Will Dunn. -Mrs.
E.
Nesbitt -Miss- Myrtte-lkhryMrs_ W.' A Oavere
Those sending gifts were:
Mrs. A. C. Hicks, Mrs. Lucy Coleman, ___.Mrs,_Den. Nix. Mrs.
Thompson.
Mrs. J. N. Smith. Mrs. Charley
Mart. Mrs. Cline Ruinfelt. Mr. and
Mrs. Buron Poyner. Me and Mrs.
Hubert Myers. Mrs, -Herman Hill
• • • • •

Murray. Ky.

It

Hospital News

NOW THAT IT COSTS LESS TO BOY
A CAR "

Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN

-It Does*Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

IL

Parks forwards; Coeper, center.
Thom sending presents
Carlene, and Mildred; Mr. and Mrs.
I
Cochfune guards.
Ourie Cochrum and sons, Prank s.Mrs. Genella Jones, Mrs. Effie Scott and It
itnd
Wilson
Sedalia:
Story.
Tohisson, Mrs. Mary Lee Snow, Mrs. Subs:
and Bob.
center; JetPatients admitted to the Malkin
Carson, Mrs. Ruby Cochran, Riley forenuslis• Mathis.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Walers and Bunks
ituerai•
the past week:
faewieHospital
and
ton
Ruby
Mrs.
Mrs.
-Tacker..
Iliad
James
and
Earl,
J.,
S.
Hallett;
sons
Referee: Austin.
Shupe.
Miss
Tidwell,
Baucum, Buchanan,
Mrs.
Nadine
Tidwell.
Clifford
Mrs.
and
Eldridge
Smith
Mr. and Mrs.
Chiestine Jones, Miss Robbie Hurt,
The Birmingham five came over Tenn.; Mrs. I. 13. Hill, Eddyville;
son Charles Keith.
Cats
and MItiS Dorothy Sue Marine.
Saturday evening and the
Mrs. Homer Lancaster, Murray;
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson
• • • •.
displayed much improvement by John I. Linn Murray:. Blumer Mcand sons Billy Gray and Ted Ray.
Berton-Cochrum Marriage
defeating them with a score of 30- Cormick. Horse Branch, Ky.; Mis.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Shultz.
•
Announced
23. The lienups: Lynn Grove-- Hardin L. Weatherford, Clinton.
Earnest Kelso, Robert Johnson,
Story end C. Cochrum. -forwards;
dismissed from the
Patients
A marriage of much interest was
and
Milton Parks. Outry McReynolds,
ft- Cochrum, center; Parks
Hospital the past week:
James lialey McReynolds, Miss that of Bauzie Cochrum of Lynn Cooper, guards.
Subs: Jones. Mason
Mrs. I. B. Hill, Eddyvillo; John
Larue Trees, Mrs. Beatrice Edwards Grove and Miss Eunice Berton of Birmingham: letumey and WashTenn.
and Miss Naomi Cochrum of radu- 13e.;L1 City. The ceremony was said but" forwards; Watkins, center; E. Hays. Puryear,
• at Mayfield Saturday, January 25,
Subs:
cah.
guards.
Wallace.
Provine and
It pays to rend the ;Yaangted aiO
Misses Ruth, Ina. Reba. Velma in the presence of Miss Ruth Coch- Travis. Referee: Austin.
sow male cosetam,_rndi...., Herbert rum, eAster of tbe_sexoser..and Mrs_
Owen Cochrum, Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Kelso.
- eeneess-7.11111rThe bride is the daughter of
Bauzie Cochrum, Mr. and Mrs.
John Cochrum,
MI' and Mrs. Will Berton. The
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Cochrum.
Mrs. Kelley Rogers Honored

WHEN SETTER AUTOMOSKES ARE BUILT
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

L. S. Anderson Motor Co.
108-10 North

Seventh

Street

MAYFIELD, KENT-60(Y
/MEM=
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Work On New Buildings
• to Begin in Few Days
Announces Dr. J. W.Carr

Se Ittason

3uchanan.
Eddyville;
Murray;
amer McKy.; Mr s.
Minton.

0.

Routine Details Will
Not Prevent Start
Of Project,

anything would I go through it all
again. It's too long 'to recite here,
but steel 'yourself for the must
gruesome tale you ever listened to
the next time I see you."
- Young Tucker has been, making
a splendid record as a newspaper
reporter since leaving Murray and
Lambuth College: He also attendBefore the construction of the ed Murray State College. For a
physical education and the home time he was city editor of the State
management building of Murray Gigette at Dyersburg, Tenn., which
State College can begin, certain he capably filled until offered a'
routine duties must be overcome. better position by the Commercial-,
A..-al. His work on the
These details_ which consist ef
ing bonds and meeting of other re- has been highly praised' by his sur.editors.
-quirements of the Public Works'ministration will be carried mit
as soOn as possible. Dr. J. W.
Cast,- acting --pireeielent—ei-,
College, • insisted- that these details
would not prevent the construction of the buildings. He 4eclalled
however, that it may delay
beginning of the work for a
Hopes To Book Grid Clash
days.
October 9 To Finish
Some nuiiteriai such as lumber
10-Game Gard.
has already been placed - near the
site of the health buildWg. to be
Coach'Roy Stewart, football head
used in the construction of this of Murray State College, released
project. The new health building December 12 the 1938 Thoroughwill -equal any in the South. It bred football schedule as it stands
will have a 273 foot west front and to date. The schedule thus far
a width of 219 feet. The construc- includes nine contests, five of
tion ' will consist of three floors. which are road contests with but
The women's gymnasium and the three of the present games being
swimming pool will be on the scheduled as home contests. Bethel.
ground floor, and the ceilings will with whom the Thoroughbreds will
extend to the' top of the first floor. open at Murray on September '18.
The new swimming pool, second in is the only non-conference foe
the South only to that of L.S.U. listed.
will be 90 feet long and 36 feet
It is the hope of the Murray
wide. The men's gymnasium will mentor Wet one more contest will
be on the second floor and will ex- be booked in the near future. This
tend to the top of the'third floor. would give M.S.C. a 10-game schedOn the third floor will be rooms ule, the largest eVer attempted by
for boxing, wrestling. .and hand- a Murray State eleven. Coach
ball. All physical education classes Stewart wants' a gatne for Friday
will meet in this building.
night, October 9, preferably at
The home management house Murray.
will be .roodernlY-• ccaastruc.ted -and
The following is the tentative
equipped -.throughout embodying saieddle:
the latest principles employed in
Sept. 18—Bethel College at Mursuch structures. Bids for the con- ray night).
struction of these $263,637 projects
Sept. 25—Georgetown, Ky., at
were opened har the board of re- Murray.
gents'November 29. The loan porOct. 3—Morehead at Morehead.
tion of this total was $1431)0 and
Oct. 9—Open (night) preferably
the grant $118,637.
at Murray.
Oct. 17—Mississippi College at
Murray (Homecoming) 2.00 P. M..
Bruce Tucker Covers
Oct. 23—Middle Tennessee at
Arkansas Air Tragedy
Murfreesboro (night).
For Commercial-Appeal
Oct. 31—Union U. at Dyersburg.
Tenn. (night).
Bruce Tucker, son of Mrs. J. E.
Nov. 7—West Tenn. at Memphis.
eker. and the late Rev. J. E.
izc
Noe, 13---Tann. Poly at Cookeker. -who was pastor of the ville.
Murray Methodist Church for sevNov. 21—Western Kentucky at
eral years, covered the gruesome
air tragedy in Arkansas last week,
that cost 17 lives, for the Mernp
Commercial-Appeal..
Mr. Tucker was given a signed
By J. Frank Jones
story in the par for his able
work in covering that difficult as- Those who' tramped the sunny
Fs-scwe in rain
slgnment 1a save a porttOn of Ms
experiences in a letter to, his mo- Of' faced the snot and shell to lir
again
ther, as follows:
"If I live to be a million -years Now many of their frames are
racked with pain .
old, I'll never forget the horror and
tragedy of it all. It was the most They seek reliM, but all in vain.

'Torn the
week:
die; John

MATERIAL IS
11F__ _NOW _AT SITE

sifted ad

and care.
-.Haviug.no .children of her own
she has been a loving mother to
gnarly children Whits will grieve her
. kale be1pe.s.,14,‘
Cans of gas go hurtling
M
many neighbors who live in hope
Shrapnel bursting thick and fast -He wants .no share of ill-gotten of a IY-ppy meeting beyond Ihe
Relentless machine gun's trat-a-tatgain
grave,
tat
He wants to work his 6wn way
Making a sieve throwing men flat.
through
Just as for as he can possibly do.
Mask awry half revealing a face
A head neatly severed far from its Better sleep in Flanders Field's
place
where lilies grow
A limbless torso once part of a Where crosses forms tiers, and
The members of the Hazei Qhap• man
tiers Jorm,the row
ter of Future Farmers garb a
Argils and legs scattered hither Honor and fame too aweet to last scavanger hunt - last .Wednesday.
and you.
A stigma on the veteran is cast.
Most of the members brought girls,
(Copyright 1936 by the authoe.:1
Who were tb accompany them. The
The, frightful carnage of no man's
first couple to return with all the
land
articles' listed won the prize. Cid,
The stench and vermin alone can
ford Brandon and his partner won
stand
the prize which was a basket of
Whether he fights for religion or
Mrs. Emma Jane Hamlin, daugh- fruit.
state
After the hunt games were playter of P. M. and Doll MeCuiston,
blood of—theand wife of W. G. Hamlin, was 84 in the .school aUchtorium, and
the general great.
born July 16, 1873: died Dec. 29, afterwards refreshments were ser1925. "WM.years 5 months and ved. Everyone enjoyed 'this party
A minute mom of war and-peace
more *hen any that has ever been
11 days.
A watch dog and a leavening yeast
aiven. since it was different from
tia..iis.
11-1/1-e Melt-Tr-3i'pot rffe With—cflme ,..Shil.--:PICAIONK14.
an early date and siffiliated-with the est
He leads aright they follow bethe Missionary Baptist Church at
hind.
The County F. F. A.'chapter will
Poplar Spring until death.
She was married to W. G. Ham- meet at Faxon Tuesday, February
Now for the nation's life he fights
lin Jan. 20, 1901. To this union 4, at 7 p. m. Each school chapter
Battling against communistic strife
is to give a fifteen minute program.
there were no children.
In capital and labor he upholds
Surviving ale a loving husband,
the eight
W. G. Hamlin, four sisters,- Mrs.
Aiding the oppressed against the
Katie Ellison, Mrs. Lena McClure,
might
Mrs. Ada McNutt. and Miss Julia
The weather is so cold that we
McCuiston; two brothers, E. M.
Realizing this that man to man
McCuiston and Toy McCuiston, all all stay near the fire.
Capital and labor must
hand of Calloway county, Kentucky, titini
Olus Waldrop is ill of, pneu,
in hand
many other relatives and friends monia.
Congratulations are in order to
Without hydrogen no water would who will miss her loving presence
•

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes

Obituary

-
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Dewey .Achuftz and Miss 'Mary
Cochrum
who announced
their
rariage last week: They are .a
very popular and well, known
couple.
Les Holfield ha.: moved to the
Boydsville community.
Chris Schultz, who recently lost
his home by fire, is making preparation to rebuild
Bud Kemp visited in the Lynnville community last week.
Mrs. Jodie McClure is visiting
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Shankle.
Edge Hill school closes next Friday. Several of the pupils have
already received promotions. This
completes the third term for Hoyt
Jones at this place.
Kitty Bruce visited in Mayfield
last week.
Dewey Hall left last week for
Fort Knox to try to enlist in the
army
clix Hall dicer'Sunday
pneumonia.
morning of double
Burial was -at— Lassiter ce
Monday.—Hill Billy.

Like re ciroie in the water
The spreading friendship grtw,
Shining bright as sonligrit
On 't4W• sty morning
By the many, many tokens
You have proved a friendship rare
Where we're glad to be encircles
In the warmth of light and love
,
to share.
Won't you please accept this
method
By which we're trying to express
For the birthday presents coining
in
Our love and thankfulness.

•The Sunset Hour

But as I watched and dreamed, the
sUs'i
Writ, out of sight and day was
done,
,
And just awhile a . roseatq, light
glowed in the west
And then came night:
Just so, I thought.. our lives must
end,
•
'Tis but a day we have to spent!.
•
Why waste our morning, noon 4nd
night Attempting to attain some heiiTht?
Oh! Still I love the sunset scenes,
But aw more humble are my
dreams
Of living life's short day just so.That fond memories 'I -al be my
after glow.
—The Chattel box

Card of Thanks

Vrfis
en the west turns red with sunset glow
_____
take--thia -rnethod—ot--exprtlee-MY—th-Tiughts backThbiitv 'unfailing
ing my appreciation to our malty
e old back porch again -I --friena--- -givd -neighbors lAtaserwassoi,
'kindness -shown
.--stand
short illness and death of iray ditar
Companion EinMS
.
aim).
_ _t
hill land
At the lovely sky of changing hues wish to thank Dr. Hale and
Of molten golds and red': and Graves for their services, who were
By Mrs. A. 0. Hamlin,
so faithful in trying' to restore .her
blues.
Harris Grove
health.
also want to thank the
Just a little spark of friendship
My oopes were as bright in those men for their service in digging
the grave and for the beautifpl
Kindled to a spreading flame
' youthful days
floral offerings. May each oL you
Sending out a cheerful warmthness As the brilliant colors on which
be shown just ag puteh kirianess
Making life a pleasant game.
gaze
And the lovely west Wilt a land to and sympathy when that dark
hour comes and may God's richBurdens that had grown so heavy
me
est blessings be upon you.
Vanished quickly out of sight
Where dreams became reality.„ •
Walter Hamlin
Chased like mist before the rain- I fancied then someday my name
bow
Would whispered be in halls of
Shad the Classified (Imams.
By your friendship's shining light.
fam?..

Friendship

TO BE ,GIVEN AWAY

01.11TELV
THIS BEAUTIFUL

-,..M

$98:50

THE VETERAN

gruesome thing that ever happened.- suppose. "I climbed telephone poles to
'phone my stuff in. drove 55 miles
over there in 40 minutes, waded
water up to my waist with no overcoat-on and no shoes, helped pick
up fragments of bodies, stood in a
Not of water and watched the coroner, held on a stretcher, hold his
inquest, went without' food and water—it lhocks me to think of it all:
I tore to shreds my blue suit
bought last summer and ruined my
shoes—both of which the paper will
replace, thank' goodness. Not for

Medicated
with ingredients of
Vicks VapoRub

TE

Those. whom to the 'camps were
sent
And over seas they never went
They faced the flu, fever and their
kindred ills
Far more died than the battle
kills.
Far

more injured than by shot
and shell "
The reign of the flu was the reign
of Hell
The army and navy the inarijiei;
as well
Alike they suffered the tortueS
of Hell.

SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 1936

'Marching by day hiking hy, night
Periods of rest few and slight
The turmoil of war tries the soul
Periods of hunger make one grow
bold -

TO SOME FORTUNATE

A sentry on duty a stormy night
Peals of thunder flashes Of light

VICKS COUGH DROP

SUBSCRIBER

A Twelve Year Old Boy
A BANKER IN anothsr town ttills of a 12 year old boy who
started a savings account :rev& years ago.

TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

The boy's father was the -hired man" on a farm and could
give the boy no special advantages.
But the bay's savings grew larger and tarter. He did many
things to earn money. At the age .of 18 he had over $850
in the bank. One day he came to talk with the banker about
drawing out his money to go into the farming business with
his father.

IN•CALLOWA---Y---COUNTY

---The banker took a tilt-01y Interest In this -new ven-Uttie $118
helped them get started. They are doltig well—there is no
question about the future of that boy. He is admired by all
who know him.
•
Has your boy a chance like •that?

Call at THE LEDGER & TIMES OFFICE and We Will
Explain The Simple Plan

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

WILT

5.

Cannons may roar drums may tat- flow
too
Without capital what would
Forward )3oys:,,the Red White and
do?
Blue.

SAY

WASHINGTON, D. C.

$5000

MAXI

,Il $5000

INSURANCE
MUMFchi

'Or

This Bed Room Suite is a Bona-fide $98.50 Value (not marked up for advertising purposes) Purchased from
Crass Fvature, is on Display at this Store on ,North Fourtl? Street, Opposite the Ledger & Times
• 74
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pro- Parker, St Lotus. Pilo. Slur 'is also
an army and a navy of sufficient ness against the ex-service man_ he receives after all does not plant and the cultivation and
survived by three brothers, Earl,
stuff,
feed
'and
crops
of
duction
overfarmer
the
amount
what
to
the
nation at all
size to protect
James and Fred Parker. Lynn
perform
to
unable
been
have
they
and
to
wild
garden,
out
fruits,
Mks,
The fellow who starts
times from all enemies from withGrove, Ky.; one sister. Icle and one
the
to
administer
to
and
duties
the
God's
out or within,
show you his- DEW car's speed tense, fuel, neuter and all of
brother. Ruble' dying In infancy.
The
and
Times,
lIgay
e4al
.
it
n
e
l
b
:,"
e
s
gedI
l
should.
sitgal
s
eu
M
im
e
i
rt
.
they
of
as
natsen
inmates
you
enlithien
, Oh, I
The' second point in that pro- generally shows you merle'Inn
AMIPaletifs
held
of
Funeral sefeetiees•
population
increasing
The
know how Many With tifti 'were
gram is the mainteining of a strict lack of brains.
Published by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
these institutions demands atten- January 5, at 2 p. m. from Foundry
back
the
on
toward
ferns.
ill
neutrality
belligerents.
Kentucky
Murray,
North Fourth Street,
every person Hill Latter Day Saint Church with
Al Smith says the Roosevelt dolOf course, we ten never call the mgardless of the floods of propaHaving been here in many ses- tion and support of
Paris, Tenn, in
dollar" but I sions I find much the same disposi- inn Kentucky and we hope that Elder B. F. Ross,
our
"baloney
which
nation
a
is
to
te,.
ganda
will
but
Governor
Editor
lar
anything
assistant
Joe.T. Lovett
haven't heard a single veteran say tion of members. Many up for re- tune is approaching when this con- charge.
Keen" and the Governor was so subjected.
4•
darn nice and friendly that it was - The third -point is legislation that that he wont accept them on 'June election and seem to be making dition will be remedied.
A precious one from us has gone
difficult to restrain the impulse to will take the profits oat of war 15.
campaign speeches and offer many
1111EMBER
A Voice is alone and still
call him "Happy". as in the past. and provide for a universal draft of
useless balls. First'the practice of
Orr A place is vacant in our home
•
•
•
•
•
power
old-fashman
any
be
entire
nit
may
There
the
and
TI
reNAONAL
offering the same bill in each
EDITORIAL
Which never can be filled.
The Governor's personality is a sources of the nation in case • f ioned fathers, mothers, sons or house which looks lige he Is doing
SSOCATIPON
ii
daughters left but we certainly are business. I do not care
c/17-eivai_e4. / 93 5 remarkable thing to observe. My war.
to no
The value of 31,615 quarts of ten
Under pr-ment conditions in the having one more genuine old-fash- that, because I can do as much by
recollection is that he called every
Bessie Parker Orr - Gallimore
and meats canned by eni
are
inevitablerc -toned winter.
helping to pass someone else's use- was born Dec. 21, 1900, near Lynn vegetables
editor by- his- first name and he' werlet.---wars
county Negro farm women
differentiated not the slightest bit many tuitions composed of strong
ful bill or to make progress with Grove, Ky. She was married to Warren
is approximately $3.242, estimating
The 'Elizabethtown News opines a house bill.
toward those who 'growing virile people do not have
Birt Orr, May 21, 1917. To this
Entered at the Postoffice. M;rrisy, Kentucky, as second class mail matter in his attitude
it at 15 cents'a quart.
eupported hi,m in his primary races the natural resources necessary-for that the new state registration law
Many road bills are introduced union was born one son James
good
Subscription. Rates:—In First Congressional District and Henry and and those who, for various reasons, a complete economic existence. The would make many of the
while a law Rutting all roads on Hugh, who was by her side until
$:100. could not. '
realiztttion of their Arength brought ladies permit perjury but we doubt the primary system was written the end.
Her husband passed
• Stewart Counnes, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere,
forcibly to their attention by am- whether it would accentutate
Advertising Rates and Informatiob about Calloway County market
•
into the creation of the present away several years ago.
• !tarnished upon application.
Apart from the Jeay of sceigs, bitious leaders, inspires them to convenient memory about age on
_Sjan was again married to Ger_system six, years ago,.and it
talking with old and dear friends go out and take from leis strong some occasions.
is no advantage to have g road put vis Gallimore August 13, 1
facting from thatiPeonic those natural resources so
recall a single serious disagree- and without
on the primary system but many united with the Churcn of Christ
•
KenttiekY
debt
The beet way-to handlepleasure, the detre Is the happy relief batty needed_
ment
thousands of dollars are spent early in Me. We. dise united with
pay it,
Baptist Church. On
of a few-days away 4where It isn't 4.Peace treaties that
.. demand js
eveuenn2_yenra_ntnnlinallatIntkan,the Mission_ary
flie
1CFrittlery—editoys- have niatestarrur berror-ter•enpr-rusr vt.t.s Ittre`gni:- she
useless laws.
• Sept.
.
Gov. Merriam is to marry a
Jesus
of
thee share of the limelight over a mis-printed job or try to scraps of paper. Witness Dab - 1rt
Church
d
Reorganized
whether
We
have
men
doubted
eminent
working
seriOUsly
laIt
Ethiopia. Japan in Chine,. and Mrs. Lipsey. A good many of out plans of reorganization of the Christ of Latter Day Saints and
Begin. pacify, an irate reader.
there is as amiable or &imitable 1 within the past ten years.
Germany demanding the privilege them are a little that way.
years ago when your
five
rung
state government. We know it is lived a faithful member until death
Kentucky
the
as
state
the
in
group
•• • ••
of expanding. The League Of Nowas president as
correspondent
going to be useful information. If that came Jam 4. 1936, at her
annual
The
Association.
Press
Could
happen.
but
of
now
is
do
branch
a
tions
the
things
Strange
Kentuckian to hold Nothing For Aurora
it can be worked out it will be to home four miles west of Puryear,
Photos
wititer meeting of that body in the first West
Kenin
day
EmBritish
the
foreign offices of the
you ever imagine
years, the
their credit and praise. If it can- Tenn.
Lonisville last week end was a that -office in about ten
GalMaurice
pire, and France, with its every tucky politics when
has had
She leaves to mourn her death
not it will be our failure, not
t paris-Post Intelligencen
pleasant replica of the delightful narron• end of the state
eenergydevoted to, keeping things vin of Covington and Mickey Bren- theirs. So it gives' me concern. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
and
The /act that thgre eis --no apmillings that have marked this three presideets since that time
the
nan of Louisville would be on.
Provi- propnatioe in the ''rvA plan for as they are.
We will do our best even if we Parker, Lynn Grove, Ky., her husasstyFiation in considerably more since J. L. Bradley of the
Woodrow Wilson, our great war outside looking in?
pieced in the present Congress, as stated in
have to water the stock in their band. Gervis Gallimore. one son
than half a century of existence. dence Enterprise, was
•
•
•
•
•
time leader, wanted the kind of a
I.,,.,, to head the essociationn in an editprian in
get-up. I wish these , gentlemen James Hugh Orr, two step sons,
post-Lntelligencer
. .
"Esau" Smith not only had the had run for the General Assembly Doris. and Daron-"Gallimore of N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky
Press An-11038 that will make tour from this on January 8 under the title "What peace in the* wottd that we fought
Kentocky
at
liermony.
end of the state in a period of About Aurora Dam." is verified in for. The kind of a peace America's hand but the voice of "Esau". e
and would have laid to help get Puryear; five sistere Mrs. Aslee
guaranteed
was
sociation meetings seven years. The ..others are Law- a letter published elsewhere in ssacrifice deserved. Without the
the prescription tilled themselves, Richie..P.aducah, Ky.. Mrs. Lockie
years ago by a provision .in the
States, the allies could
Some wag said that the coldest because after all the taxpayers Dickson. St Louis, Mo., Mrs. Vinell
rence Hager of Owensboro in 1933 this issue from Senator K. D. Mc- United
.
a
es
Cqpstitution that the body
never have brought about the vic- spot in Kentucky. we presume will have to fill each prescription. Futrell, Detroit
Rovene
Mich
and Gus Robbins. Hickman. in Kellar
a
•
whole shall not bind the individual en
torious end of the World War. But politically speaking, is RussellThe
institutions
of
Kentucky
The
Supreme
Court
very
will
Mernbgrs to any particular attitude 11`.°4*
all that meant nothing to France ville.
need much bu sa much of their
shortly pass. on the TVA act, and
• ••• • • •
or potcy. Politics are forbidden.
and Great Britain. They dictated
needs are of small matters and
own
the
has
solicitor
government's
the
This far-sighted measure was en- . The most loyal member of
a peace fraught with the Seeds of
Hoover is telling everybody common comModities.
Mr.
aclnd chiefly through the instru- K P. A. is none other than Col. practically admitted that he relies a future conflict.
.t how to run 'the country and this
-Often the layman sees the misfit
• mentality of Col. Harry A. Sum.- Sommers, who though considerably on the navigation clause of the act
Those seeds are now full grown time !our years ago everybody was of the big men in administering- so
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Mr. Hoover.
big man so much a misfit in handsies within the body - would Soon and is the center of - attraction to nessee river, yet millions are being
Without apology, we revere our
ling small details and common
e younger members who respect poured into dams of relatively service 'in• the World War. ''No
mean its dein,' uetittie.
The bed reolti suite to be given commodities and supplies in the
and admire him almoSt Co the point minor importance further upstream crusader ever • entered the Holy away by The Ledger & Times on
care of 'nimble 'and poor people in
of adoration. Ca. &timers was while nothing is being done—nor
Land with loftier ideals than those April 11 is made of genuine stump our instiutions. as much so as an
Rarely does anything arise to
president of the Kehtveky press planned to Se - done—about the
in the heart of the American walnut_ - No better can be had. uneducated man teaching in a
ruffle the serenity of the convenYou are hereby warned that only a few
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tion enmaradie and gond fellow- Association mere thar 45 years ago
deughboy in 1917 „arid 1918. But Some 'subscriber here in the coun- school. So it is my opinion that
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ship reign unchallenged and even and for more than half a century
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mately with the Kentucky Press,
Legionnaire.As to the medical side of handjob" we emphasize the fact that
as an organized body. he cannot
For the first time. in years at Now
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quite a different picture. that the
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While Mrs. Chandler was in ened by the
once mare Ref Mow at yam dreamt_ Tabpointed questions ask- 'Some women pretend great agony this morning. Next to seeing my his time looking after the physical
Florida. Governor Chandler was
4
f1_15.
les •
:5 ff •1ed by some of the justices during in ehoosing between a husband and oivn family nothing could be more
arguments on the act just before children and a career. Oft times appreciated. Your thoughtfulness
Christmas, said questions having the 'jcoungsters lead us a merry is in line with your publin service.
brought out the admission of careen,
Thinissue was a, letter from Canoe
Solicitor Reed that constitutionalway and I read it all. I am wority depends largely upon the nave
& Times had a net ried much about the weather and
-.The
Ledger'
caused.
•
In case, said elate* saves this 21 days of' January, despite death Nothing, can be done about it but
rote developrzientno the people of of the AAA..and a peorer tobacco prepare:ten for the next spell and
ne south and nation - there should market then len year, without any moreovec to set out to meet the
e, a united DEMAYID from rest- . special offers nf any kind.
next winter of 1936 and 1937.
• n • • •1
I.
ents of the lower valley that work
The tenant family should seek
71 the "key" to the entire develop•Who Says im\gination doesn't is place to make a crop to grow
-ent begin at taineeand
egcog- "paylliae West han\made a million provisions to sustain life next win•ezed in its true light—ttie most out of movies.
ter so that. they be as near self
.•0\z,
.
• • lift
mporiant dam on the entire river
sustaining as possible. Ifs farm• far as nevigation is concerned.
Pre ent Roost- er makes only sufficient to feed
Thisbe 'assailing Pr
Official;
the Cof hamber 'of vett are not hogand elethe himself in a modest iway
nmrnerce, and other local organ-,
he sometimes 'thinks he has- made
eations. are thoroughly alive to
I ani on the verge of -g:\ling the nothing farming. so he quits farth• he situation regarding Aurora and remainder of my adjusted etempen- ing and moves to 'town where he
•neir voice will undoubtedly be sation certificate for gervicendur- receives more -cash during the year
earn when the Supreme Court ing the world war. Can I us., it' than he did upon the farm, but all
tecision is rendered. providing (as And how! Some people think, I •
INIOUTE NORTH OR WEST
ee'believe) it will be .a favorable don't deserve it Perhaps I don
--STOP
Anyway, this time 18 years ago I
•ncision.
tent without a
The idea of a $200.000,000 dam ws..s living in
e n the Ohio river at Paducah and floor down in Georgia which lackt bandoning .Aurora entirely is•,un- ed a lot being the "sunny south".
•renkable. It would be a waste The stove was inverted funnel and
111%lp
;
45
f public funds- and not provide a the ingenuity it took to get a litnine-foot channel for the Tennes- tle fuel was amazing.
WIlEit,E 147 JOINS U. S. 45
• • • ••
,
,en. thereby invalIda t r.te.the. whole
Shortest and Best Routes to
• TVA development plan,
Emmet O'Neal was the only KenC'hicene and St. Louis
tucky congressman to vote, aannet
FREE ANFORMATION
to all preen north and west
the bonus. We wonder if the Mr.
[he Legion's
ROOMS REE ICE wATE:A
O'Neal's failure to be elected na- REST
S and OILS
SINCLAIR
tional commander of The American We especially inv e our Kentucky
Ll'eace-Program .
frien
Legion has caused his embitterAnd we are extremely thankful for this generous patronage
The American Legion ha" the
and for the fact that the Murray and Calloway County hope owners
absolutely sure .program that will
''Thousands of 'persons were out that day as
• are -realizing more and more that the highest quality coal% are -more
keep America out of Wars now
--economical anti satisfactory.
•inran
first
tr trail•y,•-eiriveri street-car
this- cm:err
-Ettfcipe end—nein- If
breerPrif'
trictly -adhered to by our governBaltitnare, Maryland. Many thotight it successful
Orders called in during this zero weather have referred to qualreent.
but the gLeAt numbers were skeptical.
ity coal time after Um?. Most of our patrons know from actual exThe, first point in that program
i-erience that our "best coala'twith high heat units -go farther.
•
511 ecieqoate national defense.
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his usual affable self and was insisted by Lieut-Governor and Mrs
Johnson, the latter as beautiful
and gracious hostess as it has ever
been our pleasure to knew en any.
occasioh anywhere.

- Bessie Parker
Gallimore

TUCKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

THIS

FREE

TICKET SAVES
15c.
'
YOU

. prev

3 PHOTOS f°r 10c
Regular 25c
AT

LOVE:S STUDIO

• ••• •

THIS OFFER GOOD
FEBRUARY ONLY

WARNING
--TO

,TAXPA.YERS-

l•

FELT LIKE SCIEANINGI

AFTER FEBRUARY 29, 1936. . .
6 percent Penalty and 6 percent Interest

Letters to Editor

JUST JOTS

CARL B. KINGINS, Sherriff

•

•o

aoa.'•ev
N ‘re
'
V"OW
c erat

-VEACH'S REAL
- \ SERVICE
"Vienna, Illinois

aft,

THE FIRST ELECTRIC TROLLEY
REPLACING THE HORSE CAR
September 1, 1885

Coal
Deliveries
are
HEAVY

teolroeso st.a

F

What are 'four e ds?

•

Today, electrically 'driven stie--et cars are
lug replatailmore.and.more by the bus after a half
century of affording the Most economical means
of transportation in the cities.

1

•

SURE

-RYAN'S GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORE
the .p,u.41.ir five'years
Baltimore day. when this new transportation, was
.
introduced. •

, Geki-wintry days furnish ample opportunity
to g6 over your harness preparatory. to .spring
work. Perhaps you will need new harness—maybe
only repair straps, etc. In any event, come in and
•(.
inspect our stock.
.

had been sjreing

NOW that this Means is being replaced, Ryans
• is still serving a wide public, and as then Ryan's -is
standing behind every piece of merchandise
• •
• -

For The Education

The PRICE and QUALITY is RIGHT

of your children can be
aluitinKed __through_ inatirance.
THE EASIEST MEANS

at - —

R, H. THURMAN

Ryan'

Aneitt

New York Life Insurance
Company
Dependable Since 1845

-.PLEASE

REMEMBER!

That carefully,.made; hand- made harness
, with every stitch carefully taken under watchful observation with the best of leat,hers used, is
:the best harness you can- buy.
We guarantee our harness and we are ritieht
.
ande fully.
her- hack up our guarantmpromptly
We have a large stock made up of the best
harness and invite yoii in to look them over.
•
MURRAY
ENJOY THE SATISFACTION OF
* MADE HARNESS

R. E. Brausa & Son
Across from the

Ledger &

Times

-

CONSIDERATE- WITH US
We believe we have given satisfactory deliverey service throughcobi----Wave, but in case we have-been slow in a few instances,
it wastecause our force *as taxed with work.
Keep a genet us supplyr of coal on Lana during this severe
weather and we ask you to order before you are completely _out and
must have instant service.

Net

We have adequate help for satisfactory service, -prompt de_
livery and= solicit your continued patronage.
r

Ordei—Coal- With-lhe Highest

Heat Units Per Pou-nd

'Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.
M. L. WHITNELL, Manager

For ServICE—Telephone 64
We are in a BLACK Business, but we handle it in the
WHITE Way

e
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Mrs. Homer Lattamter, North
Twelfth street, was admetted to the
Mason Memorial Hospital 'January
22 for treatment of pneumonia.
Miss Lutie Thornton has returned, tp traitor:a& Aat
laatita a 14tfal'l
visitIng Her 'sister, l'airs. fl. IC MeMeloan,
lean, and Mr,
Miss Mattie Lou Morgan of near
Kirlasey is visiting her grandpar7
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. B.'Cherry of

PRAISED

PAGE WE

RNOlik,, JANUARY 30, 1936.

the superviser.
The men are busy plowing and
third the women are piecing quilts.
Miss
Walston's
Lucile
Mrs. Herbert Smith put in a quilt
school will be out here January 31.
last Wednesday and when the amen
"The desire of the wicked shall
came to build the stock barn their
perish." Psalms 112:10,
wives came along to quilt Thope
An %am/rusty large crowd attend-present were: Mrs. Ethlin McCulsed the party at the Toy Jones
ton, Mrs. Lona Underwood, Mrs.
home Janyary 11.
Huldatt May
Wilaoughby
and
Albert Penny of Benton. highway
daughter. Mrs. Mary Ellen Mcforeman, visited his grandmotherCuistvn, „Mrs. Maurine Kline, Mrs.
law Mrs. Mollie Starks, here JanMable Warren and son and Mrs.
uary 16.
Smith.
"Be ye angry and sin not: let
Miss Novella Fielder has' been
not the sun go down upon your
suffering with a boil over her
wrath." Eph. 4:26.
eye.
Mrs. Myrtle McClain and Mrs.
Lorene Lax is improved from a
Mollie Jones were in Benton Jan- SerPnt j
bary 13. Mrs. McClain had some
Tom Underwood Visited West of
dental work done.
Murray recently.
Mrs. Ruby Dettling of Shady Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Frak McCui.ston
visited her mother, Mrs. Mollie
halte moved to their new home.
Starks, here recently.
Old Role and "Aunt Addle"
'faighteousness exalreth a naRose of Detroit are at the bedside
tion: but sin is a reproach to any
of the former's mother, Mrs. Cora
peple." Proverbs 14:34.
Rose
•
Julies matt -Hardin-Byars
were in Benton on business January 13.
4.'
Hardin Byars attended the-Waitanniversary of ilfr
-7 iiird—MiS.
I'm writing you 'again.
Jim Barnett of the -Bishop's Old There ts still quitell" bit Of SickMill neighborhood near Olive re- ness in our
neighborhood at prescently.
Mrs. Barnett is nearly ent. Mrs, James Henry Gipson
is
b
he
llanidth.and Mr. Barnett is in poor improving
nicely.
Little
Miss

Okla., Mrs. Taylor Crouse, Jesse
Crouse, and Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Chambers motored to Nashville,
Tenn., Saturday night on account
of the death of their mother and
mr.and Mrs. L. H. Barclay.
Joe Weeks Jr., left last Friday grandmether, Mrs. Willie Cleaver, Murray..
who formerly lived in Calloway Arlington, announce the birth of
for Memphis.
a son Tuesday. Mrs. Barellty is a
John Whitnell suffered from an county. a
Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dentist, First former resident and frequent visitinfected foot last week and was
II_ or is Murray with relatives.
unable to be at his work since Natl. Bank Bldg. Tel. 192-J.
Visit the Myers Beauty Shop,
Thursday. "-The trouble- started
Terry McDaugal of Houston,
from a scratch received at the Texas. is in for a month's visit modern in equipment and turnstore when his Loot struck a cabi- with his parents and sister, Mr. tshingi. Recent improvements and
net door.
and Mrs. Stanley McDougal, and addRions.
James Sikes, Benton, is at KeysH. B. Bailey was confined with Mrs. Hillard Rogers.
Houston Clinic Hospital where
a severe cold at his home last
0. T. Skaggs was a business he
is receiving treatment.
Week.
visitor in Paducah Saturday.
Miss Margaret Purdom was conFuhuit of Hickory' ailforney andMFi R La-lnre, fined to her home on North 7th
Point, Tenn., is visiting her sister, Paducah, were here Monday morn- street the past week due to illMrs. Ellis Wrather, and father, Mr. ing to enter their aleteea. agars; Bob ness.
John W. Doran, Almo.
Jr.. in Murray State College.
mrs. -Tom Turnm, alas. Charles,.
Zfizatal s Lumer vrafien, son-bf" Sexton, Lena Watkins and Miss
-----1ltecentlY'Iniall0 a new Irina°
Daafien,--Calvert
-steamer for hair and sestet treat- -Mr; end-Mrs. G. L.
Opar Miller -attended the Hairments. The latest equipment. Mrs. City, who has been attending the dressers Association of Kentucky
University of Kentucky, will enter at the Irvin Cobb Hotel in PaduMyers Beauty Shop.
Vernice .aohnson bf Henderson Murray State College the latter cah Monday and Tuesday.
has been edrpitted to Keys-Houston part of this week.
Miller Robertson and -Carroll
Patricia Gipson is improving from
..
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Jones visited pneumonia, Dick
Mrs. R. R. Meloan has been con- Lassiter, salesmen for the Murray
Clinic, where he is receiving
Simmons
is
their daughter, Mrs. Belver An- showing satisfactory
fined to her home with illness for Wholesale Grocery Co., are both
treatment.
improvement.
High, praise goes to Loretta Twat,
Louis E. Ernestberger, Dexter, the past few days.
confined to their homes with ill- for her great portrayal in Cecil B. derson and family of Hardin Route
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
of
Waylon Rayburn returned Thurs- ness this week.
returned Saturday from Outwood,
DeMIlle's Paramount production, 2. near Hardin, January 12. They near Murray spent lastHudson
Saturday
Ky., where he underwent an ex- day from a business' trip to FrankJohn I. Linn was admitted to the "The Crusades," at the Capitol The- went to see their granddaughter, night and Sunday With Mr. and
Miss Edna Anderson who was at mrs.
amination at the U. S. Veteran's fort.
William Mason Memorial Hospital tre Tuesday and Wednesday.
W. R. Simmons near New
home on a visit. Miss Andersen is
Prints In navy, brown or high January 27 to undergo treatment.
hospital.
Providence. .
I
from
February
1
to
15:
be
held
attending
-a
Beatuy
School.in
PaL. D. Outland was confined to shade. Will be just what you
Spring'is just around the corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Stubblefield
Mr. Dudley Johnson, Murray, ducah.
his home in West Murray with a want to wear under your winter That's what we think. To prove
and Mavis spent Sunday with Mr.
large
has
a
who
has
been
receiving
treatment
J.
Jill
W.
Jones
slaughtered
a
400Jack
&
The
coat.
severe cold this week.
it to yourself, come and see the
and Mrs. Cleavie Lax near New
Mrs. A C Morton of Bartlesville line of prints to select from. `
new spring coats at the Jack it at Keys-Houston Clinic, was able pound porker January 17.
-Providence.
Mrs.
to
go
home
Monday.
Monico
Chadwick
and
Toy
Jill Shop.
Mrs. Vella Lay and Lou Housair. and Mrs. Wilbert Outland „ Complicationa have arisen in the Jones killed some porkers last ton Lax, Velma Lax and little Bethave moved from college addition condition of Miss Dorothy, daugh- week.
All read Psalms 101.-Old Glory. ty Jo Lax spent Thursday night
to a residence on South Ninth ter of Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Baucum,
with Mr. and Mrs. Dick Simmons
who is a patient at the Keys-Housstreet owned by Jack Kennedy.
near New Providence.
W. D. Sykes and family, who ton clinic-hespital from a conctis-a
Velma, Susan, and John Lax
have been residing in
Tharpe, sion. Miss Baucum fell while at
were entertained Sunday night
7kan., since the summer of 1931, school last week, striking her
week with a candy making efaearMost 'eaa...y one in this neighhave returned to Murray to make head. Doctors were of the opinion
Can best be supplied at the MURRAY AUTO
eral of their friends were present..
borhood
who
has
that
been
sick
is retheir
home
there
was
no
pressure
and
on
the
located
on
Odell Lamb is ilI with the HZ
PARTS CO., wVere you can find everything you
Mrs. Cora Rose,
South Twelfth street.
brain but it has not yet been de- ported better.
Several of this community atwant.
The Regal Dress Shoppe is termined how much longer she will Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McCuiston, Mr. tended a party at the home of Jim
Robert Lax. Misa Novella Fields,
undergoing extensive remodeling be confined to the hospital.,
Osborn's Saturday. A nice time
Laverne Wallis suffered' a badly all have been on the sick list for
this week. Additional space for
Winter Chains of Chain or Rubber. Batteries,
••
the
past
week.
new spring merchandise will be sprained ankle. at Pine 'Bluff late
Anti-Freeze Solutions, Car Curtains, . Windshield
had after the removal of a parti- Tuesday evening when. he slipped
Road
graveling
has
been
in
proDefrosters, Heaters and Car Robes—everything
tion and including of a room in and fell while loading a wagon. gress in the Concord and Pine
for winter driving comfort.
He will be on crutches a few days. Bluff road. Hope all the overseers
the main salesroom.
Mr. and Mrs. Loch Hargrove
The Rev. la C. Mitchell, Golden will gravel and get the road in
spent last week end with his moth- Pond, is undergoing treatment at -shape while they are no so bad.
Everything for your car for every season of
er. Mrs. J. G. Ladd, Hardin. Mrs. the Clinic-Hospital.
All the patrens and neighbors of
the year. Tools of every kind, parts for all makes
B. G. Hoffman has been confined Grindstone have had Mr. BrasLadd has been seriously ill for
and every accessory that you would want.
to his home in college additiod 'Well. Mr. Ray Hamlin and son
sometime.
Mrs. R. A. Myers aud Mrs. Kate with illness for the past several Tommie, W. H. Finney, Robert
McLean attended the style Show days.
Fields, Richard Baucum busy the
De Earl. Adams has been con lost 'week making music in the
held at the Irvin Cobb Hotel Menfined to his home at Coldwater neighborhood as school will soon
day and Tuesday.
Mrs. C.0. Beech will leave this with a severe cold for the past be out. We will miss Mr.' Brasweek ,end for St. Louis to attend two weeks and has not been able well as he won't be With us next
the spring fashion show. The to come to his .office in Murray year, but we wish for him good
JUST WEST OF LERMAN'S
tuck wherever he goes.
show will attract visitors from .or,,that length of time.
-To make yourself think spring " Herbert-Smith's stock barn burnthroughout the midwest and Will
1s here—get a new straw 'crepe ed down January 12. The building
hat at the Jack & Jill Shop.
was the old Rowlett factory. Mr.
G. A.•Murphy. of the..college ad- Smith's entire hay crop was lost.
ministrative staff, has been quite No livestock was lost and the corn
ill of flu for several days.
crib was saved by the efforts of
County Agent J. T. Cochran was neighbors. , Mr. and Mrs. Smith
able to * out Tuesday after sev- were away from. home at the
eral days illness of influenza. Mr. time of the fire. Neighbors gave.
If you have visitors of whom
your are not ashamed, Orme
report them for this column.

Hazel Route'20News

Your Winter Car Needs!

.
famil .were visitors in Bell City
was reported.
yunda;
I will close and leave scraie space
for the' Whet aearesPondents.
Mr. and Mrs gueene Rogers have
"Three Lir
recently purchased a new car.
• 1-es Young. Who wits thought

Proternus News—

The weather is very cold at this
writing and everyone is staiying at his brother, B. G Jones of Sedalia
Sunday night.
home very closely.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Armstrong
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Larice Morris and, family Sunday.
Miss Rebecca Armstrong spent
the night with Odine Swann of
Lynn Grove Friday night and attended .a -ball game at Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. Audie Miller and

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times bitt nearly
everybody reads ill

Farmer Friends:
Why not give the home folks that Racli9
they want so badly?
•--e

Yott are marketing your tobacco and you have many long
winter evenings before you.
Why not enjoy the finest music, the best entertainment,
hear all the latest news from
VVashington over a new

1936 PHILCO
You have heard of., many battery operated radios,
but PHILCO has the finest battery radios on tilt_
market today and they are guaranteed exactly the
same as an electric set.
Come in

North Concord

and

see them . . . hear them and
in your home.

let tt4

install-one

of -theonany

Ask any

Philco owners

JOHNSONTAIN MUSIC CO.
NORTH FIFTH STREET

ed
.
v

For Your Car Shop at the—

MURRAY AUTO PARTS CO.

as
improving..46-39"841. Slowly
T. Jones of'this vicinity visited

ANNOUNCES $25-A-MONTH
TIME PAYMENTS

nchran w

•••

World War Veterans

AND A.

iirgh1e

annual Junior Week at the Untversity of Kentueky.
Man Starks has been confine
to ills home, %lilth illness fdr the
past several days.

Brook's Chapel

had a new stock barn up by Wednesday. night.
Taylor Valentine
gave Mr. Smith a stack ot hay
These good deeds were highly appreciated by Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
Moving is all over in this neighborhood.
Mr. and Mrs. Maford &Mtnm

W ,UCC 6% FINANCE PLAN

came in from Detroit January 12.

HOLDING ADJUSTED
COMPENSATION CERTIFICATES
Joe T. Lovett, commander of Murray Post No.
73 of The American Legion has made arrangements to
handle applications by veterans for payment of their
adjusted compensation certificateg at the Bank of Murray
without expense to the veteran and without regard as to
whether or not he is a member of the American Legion.
This has been made possible through the courtesy of the
Bank of Murray and George S. Hart, former commander
of the-Murray Post and present distriammander.

Dave Collie of Benton Route Lelon Dunn came in Friday and
5, near Maple Spring, visited -his Bob Finney came in January 17.
Some tobacco is being hauled off.
aged and only sister, Mrs. Nannie
Stringer here January 12.
He
brought her some fine sweet potatoes and white pus.
Chiropractor
Toy Jones had a new radio in- Office at Home. ties West main I
stalled recently.
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
Some ladies here have- accepted
in Afternoon
positions in the sewing room at
1 P. M. to 6 P.M.
Dexter. Mrs. Teeea McDaniel is

Dr. W.C. Oakley

with Usual Low Down-Payment

lo 15,000.eu

Deposit Insurance Corporation of Washington, D. C.,

1

There is plenty of money, plenty of bonds and
plenty of time, so veterans are please requested not to get
in a rush as the certificates cannot be cashed before June
15, in any event.

WaveMoney
-----

TOP EXTRAVAGANCE

C

.

for

car and insurance, yom pay

enables you to buy a New Ford V-8

the year of credit; i( the balance is

car through your Ford dealer on new

$200 you pay $12. Your credit cost

low monthly terms.

for one year is the original unpaid
balance multiplied by 6%.

is made, $25 a month is all you have

U CC plans provide you with in-

to pay for any type of new car, includ-

surance protection at regular confer-

ing insurance and financing.

ence rates. You have not Snly fire and

, Your cost for this extension of-credit

theft insurance, but $50 deductible col-

of 1% a month on yoilr orig-

lision, and protection against other ac-

inal unpaid balance ,and insurance.

cidental physical damage to your car.

This plan reduces financing charges for

The Universal Credit Company has

twelve months to 6%. For example,if

made these plans availablabrough all

you owe a balance of $400

Ford dealers in the United States.

is only V2

-STOP TI-I-E-LEAKS

$24

THIS $25-a-month time-payment plan

After the usual low down-payment

Here is what the veteran is requested to bring
when he comes to make his application.

,
Please do not overlook these.requirfd papers.

Can Now`Be Purchased for $25 a Month

SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED
by the Federal

Veterans are requested notto apply before
Monday, February 3, 1936, as blanks for application will not be available before that time.
-

1. Bring your Zicharge certificate.
2. Bring your pink slip if you have borrowed on your adjusted service certificate. If you
have not borrowed on the certificate,bring the
certificate with you.

Any New Ford VS Car

FORD

--lro-ur

MOTOR

COMPANY

PAY for what you buy

4 when you buy Wand have-tponey left .. SAFE
bank.
Do'not let the lure of "easy" installment payments
tempt you to buy more than youcan afford ... easy"
payments are often HARD to pay.
(s START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
We Welcome Your Banking Businese'-..
THINE?

MONEYI

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK
Murray, Ky.
Make Our Bank YOUR Bank

THINK1

We Invite You To Come in .
And let us explain the plan in detail and more thorough. You will
appreciate the new plan and its conventient and easy terms.
You will also appreciate the refinements of the NEW
Look them over and let us demonstrate one to you.

t9

Phone 170
HAVE

FORD

V-8.

BEALE MOTOR CO.
Incorporated

Murray, Kentucky

m°N3
.21
•••••
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'
.
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--.-....y...:
To Play -:
Ali Eeitor's Lett& To His
'2 AT LARGE AFTER 11"nrraYSedalia
Friday
- Rural News Correspondents JAIL BREAK HERE1
-----The
Murray
High Scheel Tiwts
0--will pike, the Sedalia 1119E ilK4

4

Camp Murray

/EMMONS

smoul. Flax

iTurner,-Grogan Are
on Rules Committees

our prayer.--W. M. Manning and
family.
----A 'marriage license was issued
this weet-teelltriverakie Ainkok and
Lillian Murray. The bridge is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Murray and the bridegroom is the
son of Dr. and Mrs. M. W. Hickok.

SATURDAY

•

The fire department was called
to the home of Mrs. Annie Downs
Both Senator 'T. Oe'Terner and Saturday morning to extinguish a
alonthA PlaElension djse
serentative Ben Grogan v ere small fire at the base of the house.
.rnstaitcet.'don't 'in'.
If anyone in your neighborhood suspi mn
Friday night In the Murray gym. eonditinos the cqc basketball sche- named on the rules committee in The fire was thought to have been
Last
Made
sear
of
Break
Seetiend
an-automoor
wrong
horse
has lentight a
sinttate that there's anything
The Sedalia five teempled Fulton Idule was resumed with renewed in- the Senate and House respectively in the attic where smoke had asNight: Three Escape, Made
bile. that's gr‘ocl news for the pa-. until you know a warrant has been
week by a wide margin and terest when the Greyhounds met Wednesday.
this
These
committees pnded between the walls. The
Year
Last
,
'al' per. hi, show,that they have moneybeat Lynn Greer last Fridefenight ,ompa_ sy 3.559 of Paducah on 4he have charge of all legislation dur- fire is thought to have started as a
to spend
leged" quite -freely until the man
9-3. The Tigers defeated
'Murray high school court. In a ing the final 15 days of the regular result of thawing of pipes on FriJail breakineees getting a jump on
KENTUCKY FARM NOTES
fire is
If somebody has bought a -cow, has .been tried and 'convicted. That
morning and the
S-Ptings last Friday night 32-16 and spectacular overtime *time 1517 de- session, which ends sine die Febru- day
des
sffe
secor.d
the
with
year
last
t
a
lir
u
er
t
m
o
a
l_po
re
its
i
c
e
a
h
ti
l
ea
r
e
s
p
.
n-u
ed
e
leg
a
if.
ealTh
'ed
•ord
sst
i
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that also is se,o1.1 news.
thought to have remained in the
Morganfield Saturday.' bight 24-21 feated the Paducalhans 23 to 32 and :ivy 13.,
night. Three 'esbeg made
In Crittenden county. members
dead dasher ,overnight burning at
,eow has a calf' don't bother - about tude of libel suits.
but lost .4his week to Tilghman.
•1 tied the standing of the two teams.
The rules comtnittee is composed
of the Farm bureau Grotvers' AsIf a murder has been committed, -capes .secre made last year and the
a slow rate.
it -such occurrences -are too cornThe Murray Training School will Scores were close throughout. no of 19.,
while the house committee
sociation will set an additional 150
••,
or something -equally. horrjble bee means used last night duplicated play Wingo Friday night.
The
soaks being made until near the included 27. Only those who have
The 'ode career in .the month And Training' School crumbled
octes to strawberries.
- If iiomeone . has entertained' a ircertirrect in . your neighboreood,
under seecind half. Paducah made good supeorted the
Governer's.program
those of last year. An iron cot railsioaase_ese_guese_eyeribeidy wants welr,send Qor epee
- Profits_ from 1.25_ hens Plaid kir
Ithe Attack uf _Hickman_ _five_ ismoara Wee shot it the opining of the were
included.
the week end 41-21
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.Concord defeated Boaz last
teutpa-any tunny cracks: Always such matters better thari you do,
• sincere two- hogs and county.
We wish to exprl•ess our
seconds to go, Downey, veteran
.
Friday night by an easy score and few
farm in Boyd
especially if .you-te a•woman. He's brick wall,
state -elain facts.
each
to
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appreciation
Room
0
and
thanks
goal
field
a
scored
1517,
Thutiman Knight, white. and Wil- Kirksey ran wild with the Alma forward of
If ',ere is to be a weddnut. hardenalld to gruesome details, .and
Motion pictures were shown in
and every one for their kindness
with a freak shot.
lie Goosby were retaken after their -Warriors 51-18.
r.
Marshall county to illustrate terwiserts out for it and gel.au-th,e_de- 3.-aulei: ensaes doing '- a tr.
and
illness
shown
the
during
us
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The Greyhounds meet. the Mae
, _.__ • escape. They were found this
What News ks.
tads: 44-,!the wedding has already
death -of our dear wife, mother racing construction. '
field camp at Sedalia Saturday.
_All one and two room schools will and grandmother.We_ so much
As to what constitutes news: If morning and' were.celebrating their
eireurree and you've missed it. iCs
_Four Hopkins c_o_u_ney communistetest.
officer,
spirits
with
freedom
tt De R M. Diemker. camp
i
imc v..xt Fi iduy, January 3e-with the
.t. L nenres are you've , ffierea been .1! fe". tliet`t., a.,-aa. If
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want to thank the neighbors and ties are asking for rural electrifigeon. is in line for congratulations: completion of the seven months
-anybody-hae-balin inleriscl..it's bet- Marlin Burkeen and Tom Coleman.
a rood feed, also. -friends for their kindness and sedum. as a part of the 1938 pro•
hilletwornotion to Captain. Medical_ ;telexes. About 60 schools are in
ter news. 'Ebb worse they're in- charged With chicken stealing are
.
'-' 'When Bad News Is Geed
.
thoughtfulness, and the appredlie.
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M. Langston, Ernest Robinson and annual corn show in Lyon counfthoci hat a new baby, that's splen- are fatellties
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rayburn Versity and the University of
Parker went to feed.ehe prisoners
ing the year are being completed
:
did reeve _surpassael only leg teens_ irs_eht best kind of news---for the
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.
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•
m
Mrs.
viseled
et-Murray
Rayburn's WriehingierirSehrooriii
Oils morning.
A number of the teachers will ens
Several milk sheds and milk
or tii.elets Hustle 'em right along, per.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lon White
Louis.
St.
aer Murray College foe further
The old rule in regard to dogs
Ws evidence of a healthy. increase
hou.ses have been built recently in
near here.
Captain ,Blemker entered the Re- 4ork.
Carter county.
in pepiiiation. iteenot neceseare an and catsis still in effec-t. If a dog
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Grogan,.of
serve Corps in -1930 and was as• • v •
Montgomery county farmers are
state that the father .is doir 's or cat bites somebody, the fact may
, spent the week
Gilbertsville, Ky,
signed as surgeon of Camp Murwell la can be expected. • a: old be Iffirthy of brief mention. But if
We wish to express our sincere feeding poultry laying rations to
end visiting near here.
tour off Thoroughbreds Pray
atESTERei DISTRICT OF KY.
jeke7s7 played out-. ante fathers semebody bites a dog or cat, it's
thanks to our neighbors and increase production of eggs.
It is so cold folks can't go ray in April. 1934, after g
In addition to
At Paducah
In She Hall Valley section of -7
friends, also Dr. Stark who so
don't apnre.'iate, it a"tenger, es- better news and generally descryaround much so news is scarce. duty at Fort Knox.
T. P.
carep he has
• --- ---kindly /misted as during the ill- Wayne county. more than 1.000
of. twinsear_ ir..r. a..more spas.
Maybe I'll have more news sonic his assignment at this
pecialiy if it's.- aserved as surgeon of the Cadiz.
IN THE MATTER OF Maurice day. In regard to such incidents as
ness and death pf our darling tons of limestone- were spread last
triptv.s,
.
The Murray Racehorses will
horse or butted Crass, Bankrupt. No. 3462.
wife and mother and grandmother. month.
Will Alton of ihe State Line Benton and Mayfield camps,
. If-sasnebody-'has didd, that's had being kicke4. b,y - a.
Felicitations are also in order for play a return engagement here to- May each of you receive the same
The Ohio County Berry Growers'
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game, which was booked as a pre• each an occurrence is <g6-odrnews Course- First grade: James Norman Cour- -agronomy has been confirmed. He
ehirpahe subject will bear
lim, Sias been cancelled.
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Paducah.
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•eterybody
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IT
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ORDERED
Court
11-evaione is planning a change of to
to that a hearing be had thereon on
Mr. Ashbrook as superintendent
Second grade:\ .Hays Pritchett.
reskilte. ocCupation -or business, in the case. Ifs the man is able
with Company ,1517 assisted in the
THE FACT
wet to be appraised of the fact express himself intelligibly. his re- the 12th day of March. 193IT in Chester Pritchett.
non-adrids- open Court at Louisville, in said , Third grade: Thomas Edmond establishment of Camp Murray. He
as plea ,as . possible. So.does tee marks are likely to be
joined the company at Hartford and
hoelneper. especially if the man siple. So it' is not advillible Ca at- district, at the hour of 10 o'clock Ernstberger. Leonia Pritchett.
UNDISPUTED
ternnt to interview him. It is -bet- a. m.. and all known creditors and -Fourth grade: Maxine Lancaster. has supervised its work projects
is Skean to leave town.The car of John Stamps. East of '
1.:.nd.-- ter to risk a set-lonSith the blarer other persons in interest are di- Mariana Skaggs. Harold Pritchett, since that time. Both he and Capt.
-whe -has sir'isrsol r,--*
1
.11113
Blemker were members of a:the Murray, was recsvereci in Paris
•'-kinking horse.-Edgar H. Wil- rected then and there 'to appear James Thomas.
that MEAT is the central
and show cause, if any they have,
Fifth grade: Charles McDaniel, camp's staff when it won district last night and the &leer_ of the
reprinted from Highlights
-. .
around which every.
dish
- - .47W---,
wht the - prayer of the said pee- Jt* Ed Pucket,L
apd corps area, honors and the un- car, was taken,
i and Shedows.
The car was1
.4_1•••
linhet for discharge shall not be . 'Shah grade: Martha Lee.Skaggs, tiring efforts of both these officers stolen from West Maple street near
good meal is planned.
granted. A copy of this order Dorothy Caldwell.
""•••\.in ,their respective fields has been Beaman's Gagare. The driver of
shall be neSliahed -et lease 30 days
Seventh grade: Mary Olga den- a major contribution to the success the car gave his name as -Jones
10 pounds SUGAR.-- . 49c
before the date of said hearing in denote Annie Dorrie Lancaster. Hil- of the camp.
For this reason we make every effort to secure for yea
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Snitith's Special
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the very best quality of meats that your meals may be a sac- • - 22e'
--Mr. Ashbrook will be atreeeederi Police Durmansiaerekee -expected to
Eighth grade: Earlene Course)), by Supt. Allen A. Herrin formerly identify hint in Paris toddy. The
Rebecca Gran Motete. daughter newspaper printed in said district
pleasure.
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28c
Qt PEANUT BUTTER
f Ortia arid -Lucile Cherry Moore, and the Clerk of this Court. at Robert Woodall.
of the Alexandria camp. Mr Her- youth escaped when apprehended
Qt. MUSTARD ....
Munay housewives are learning more and more to de4Uss tx,zn June 19.'1932. died Noe - least 30 days before the date of
ria.studied engineering at the Uni- but was later found.
hearing,
said
'7 lbs. Great Northern
will notify all known
' vember 9. 1935_ 'age - 3 -years 4
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creditors and othere-parties in in29c months arid 20 days.
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She leaves to mourn heredeath. teres: of said .hearing - by mailing
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i heSide her father and mother. her. to fhern copies of this order .ad_
3 bars
, he'
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sister. Barbara Ann.' her dressed to them at their places of
EAST ST. LOCI'S, Ill.. Jan. 29
.25c baby
KANSAS CITY and only the best of home O. K. SOAP, 7 bars
tresidence as aisclosed by the ree- -Hops 0.500: raarket opening slow, was promoted to his present grade,
Funeral services for the only ;
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edWentf` unCles arid'
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organestablished
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the
24 lbs. FLOUR. 73c to .$1.0S c-r!.!l
r short•lite was e blesaing to 1 ord or otherwise aseertaineo by 151,2k lower on 170-230 lb. kinds
ization and transferred to Camp son of Mr. and.Jdrs...110.bert Mc1 No, 2 can PEARS.?
10c her parents, but her last days the Clerk
at 10.006/10.51. few'240-255 lbs. 0.90,
Ghee. Pine Street, were' held at
. 25c were full of suffering. so God eall- t
Elwood Hamilton. Judge. weak to 10c lower: little trading in Murray from that station. •
3 No. 2 cans ccrsN
1Viejor and Mrs. C. Re - Lisanby the home Sunday afternoen and ,
No. 2 cans Tomatoes 23c ed her to bean aeael in His Heav,
heavier of 'tight-light weights; few
the Sinking Sprtngs
and Lieut. Suitt Mrs. C. Q Jones of burial was in
Weep .not as, -those . A Copy-Attest:
Y Home.
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140-160 lbs. 9.45e.10.00; sows 8.5041
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sr; bleitsted ;deep
Asleep in-Joey
with indications about steady, bulls
4 lbs. Pure or Compound
From which one_ never wakes to
25c.... higher, other classes fully day evening. weep. „.
The crew of Foreman Parrigin
I-7%RD • . • ........:.. 55c
mixed yearlings and - heifK.irkse - Hi News -steady:
She was a bud plucked by the
GO-lb can PURE LARD $6.35
ers 6.25s, 7.50. cows 4 75116.00. top proved ,themselves efficient fire
tc, bloom in tiis Garden
6.75. cutters and low. cutters 3,50e, fighters.. when they succeeded in
rARNATION MILK .. . i3c
above.There will be a play -Red,,Head- 4.50, top sausage bulls 7.00. vealers extinguishing flames that threaten'25c
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ed Stetchild- presented Wednes- 12.50; nominal range: steers 5.25e ed a farm house on the 'Doran
-se
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Scatter-Brain's
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Schools Out Friday
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• Court of the
District
- (nited States

Card of Thanks

I. Here Tonite

scHooL

IS

Car Recovered
After Theft• Here
•

SMITH PURE
.FOOD STORE

a

Obituary

l

I

-Child Rites
McGee
Held Sunday.
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MURRAY MEAT MARKET
.

120.

. .ick-

.,

•

Phone.204

NOT )ust
Hats off to
the FIc_i_s•••
BUT Sleeves
up for it/

4.•

ing
, Several' students ,have been alp'
t sent from ichool on account ofettlnese. We hope they -Will soon be
with Us /gains
The honor roll eor Mrs. Darnell's
room:
Fourth grade: Joe Pat James
and Eugene Stone.
- Firth' graide: 11.
0-es
---eGeenfie .
Loraine James. Virginia Marine.
_Baron Palmer, Laura Lynn Radford and Kathleen Jackson.
Sixth grade: Marcile Riley. Ralph
Smith and Anna Fay Adams.

8.00e 12.75: common and medium
5.25.-4-8.25s- 1.100-1.509 His-good and
ehoiee 11,75fellOtt ceban 825'i
11.75; medium 7.00et8.50.
N._ _Y. PRODUCE _
NEW YORK, Jan. 29-Live poultry firm; freight: chickens 18e 23:
broilers unquoted: fowls 24,11 27:
rooster, 16; turkeys 215i30: ducks
ialf- sections)
19420; express:
chickens 21024: broilers _125124.
fowls 24427; roosters 16; turkeys
?es, 3D: ducks fall sections) 29

Not Everybody in
Calloway county. sub.
scribes to the Ledger
'Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

The junior class regrets very
much, losing one of its Members.
Gertrude.MeCallon: -who was married to Lloyd
Wilson sasurday ei
night. January 25
The entire
scheol wishes thern 3 happy and
..
successful life.
The Eagles _fiew over
Almo
and won another victory. The second team also won over the Almo
"B" team.

Miss Hollowell Has
Article Published
in State Magazine
Misd Lillian Hollowell instructor in English in Murray State College is the author of an article
published in the January issue of
-The Tennessee Teacher.- the official publication of the Tennessee
EducatioreAseociation. Her arrele
deals with the current trends of
student literature and is entitled.
"The Teaching of Literature in
Progressive High Schools".
Mrs. Joe Ryan will 'leave Saturday for Miami to spend sometime
with her son. Pat Ryan. and Mrs.
Ryan.

TOLLEY__& CARSON

•••

Card of Thanks
We'wish to., thank our manyaitlifteriffeildg m.iit--nerghtitirs f
thee kind help in the sickness
'end death of our-liette son. Bobbie
We also want
Joe McGee
thank Dr. Jonee ler his kind help.
e-The Family

IT
V.

WEEK END
$1.05
6-.1b. bucket snoudrift
96_30
50-lb. can Pete Lard
4-111. carton Lard
%agar
e59c
Eatra fancy Rice lb...
65c
21-lb. bag Flour
$1.06
24-lbs. Omega Flour
17e
2-lb. box Cratkers
17c
2 lbs. Our Mother's Cocoa
Half lb. Mask Pepper
100 lbs. Dhio River Salt
name
Evaporated -Prunes. lb. Se .oit lee
0. K. elicit, gives satisfaction 20e
"15e
Bourbon Santos Coffee
'These coffees 'guaranteed)
lac
Grimes Golden Apples. gal.
3 cans Corn. Turnip Greens, Tontatoes Early June Peas, No. 2 25c
25c
I lbs. Navy Reads
25e
1-1b.. jar Peanut Ratter
12 1-2e
Whitt. Jaw Meat, lb.
Gallon Pennant Syron

••••

•••

Swann's

Grocery

FOOD MARKET
Meat Market

Groceries

We invite you to \ i.iit our market and see'the qual
otoorsan_ned goods and fresh meats.that we carry.
Let us help you to live better for less iirrehtuary.
•
50c
SUGAR, 10 pounds pure cane
43c
bag
MEAL, 10-lb. bag 19c; 25-lb.
17c
CRACKERS, 2-pound box
COFFEE, we grind it while you wait,
25c
2 pounds for
POTATOES, U.S. No. 1, 15-113.

LETTUCE,nice 5-dos. -size, head

ck

Good News
o All!

Lermares

Bargain
Carnival
for it means a chance for
them to save and yet not
forsake'quality.
-

We are sole distributors of TOPMOST and
RICHLIEU Foods - - None Better

GIVE AWAY FREE
1,000 beautiful gifts to encourage

early shopping. Gifts like these illustrated here and many more with
purchases of $.5.00 ar4•$10.00.

This Bargain Festival is Store-wide. Absolutely everything is
included in the generous reductions of prices. Everything to wear for
man, woman and child. All your needs right here in one store and
nuigierous items for the home. ALL REDUCED FOR THIS SUPERSPECIAL EVENT.

The Sale is On ... Prices to Stay Down Throughout the

Sale ... You Mustn't Miss It. .. for YOUR Benefit.

1.111MItikl
SH

OMEGA FLOUR, 24-lb. bag
WE DELIVER

PA

MEN

S OR S

$1.10
PHONE

,

sz.

siesantlgaRivaaruselefeerfaeressessee0

•

•
••••

-4/

MP

Alt

•••• •

Besides outstanding values at sensational low prices we are going to

25c
5c

Oc
RADISHES, 3 bunches
30c
CALIFORNIA ORANGES, 126 size, dozen
APRICOTS, PEACHES, PEARS-8-1-2 oz. carts, 5 for 43c
24c
NO. 2 TURNIP GREENS. 3 cans
17c
16-oz, FRUIT COCKTAIL
23c
CATSUP
HEINZ TOMATO
25c
BEECHNUT SPAGHETTI, 3 cans
23c
Brand
KTML -CHERRIES-,
22c
CHOCOLATE, 1-pound box
Oc
TEA BALLS for hot tea. package
25c
Scott County TOMATO JUICE, 24-oz.-iflins, 3 for
10c
Little Boy Blue Liquid. BLUING, bottle25c
TOILET TISSUE, 6 rolls, 1000-sheet
19c
MATCHES, 6 boxes

See A
Circular
For Item After
Item That Has
Been Reduced

Looks _Good
To The Thrifty

a-

•
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--grateful that their lot had not bale
worse.
So springtime reminds us that its
beginning .time again. We may

est
-for this section. Many Calloway
and were present every period.
Cun- soils are poor in organic matter
grade-Crystalline
First
and will not produce well as they
gingham, Anna Eva Blalock.
Rosemary should. Then when a crop of wild
Third
grade-Leita
Ghulsen,..../Plen....5ifim(k,-.Carlex, Ed.
- Weems ale earaaer baraa.11 oft
ward Hall Boggess.
instead of plowing under or keyFourth grade-Wanda Fuzzell. trig - to- -rot. Farmers should not
Martha Sue Cunningham, Aleda burn wild vegetation on old fields
Sarah
ftuth
Rhodes, but leave it to rot and improve the
Farmer,
soil. Here's to burning off fields
Jearme Doran.
Fifth grade-Marion Sharborough, no more!
Virginia Neil Wilford, Bobby Ross
Garrison.
Farm and Home Week
Sixth grade-Frances Wilson.
cold prevented some from
The
Seventh grade-Mary Julia Boyd,
attending -Farm and Home Week
Martha Jo Crass, °gorge Edward
at Lexington but those going reJones, Fred Miltotr Wells.
port cold weather and a good
'Eighth grade-Dixie Mae Beatime.
.
man.
Pie 0. Paeghall, W. Ce, Caldwell.
Ninth grade-*eIen
and Mrs. Leslie Ellis and K.
chael Sammons, Hugh McElrath Jr., Mr.
M. Cromwell, assistant county
Solon Hale.
are attending Farm and
Tenth
grade--W. C. Skinner, agent
Home Week this week.
Martha Lou Barber, Clara Nen
The county agent was confined
Centritngham
the latter part of last
Nell to his home
grade-Sadie
Eleventh
week axed first of thie and the docrancesF
Witford.
Jones;
-Gene Rityinond puts Ilie-slmtligbt
advised against his going.
on one of the sinister perils in ER0
grade-el e v a -ere, tor
Twelfth
Radio's mystery-thriller, "Seven Langston.
demonic
Keys to Baldpate," the

azgl those claws can not premors
Criteland spent Sunday in Hazel
if not fed and housed welL Poulvis ng Mr. and Mrs. Son Wiltry should not be out of the home
son,
but the house should be dry and
Mrs. Myrtle Osborn is in Hazel
Here I eonte to contribute my bit
tree from drafts- Warm water and
has, &Pared losses thru the win•
4111eit elealletiewer easter, Mrs.
Chambers
Earl
By
again. Didn't we enjoy that week
hot mash help too.' Dairy cattle'
tee but after all, we're all gamCharlje 'Alelegkien. •
should be in barns free of drafts
us begin blers, and that gambling sense
1 4114cantis!
-,
0. T. Mayer was in Murray Moik
Work in the field has been curto think of gardening and setting which
and if they are herded together
always whispers that maybe
,,tailed considerably during the past day on business.
hens, but I think now ehese's no
the warmth from their bodies will
well win, this time, will make us
Mrs. Nellie Gains Lowry had as
week due to the severe weather.
warm the barn so they won't sufuse of hurrying.
start over again, so let's hope.
However, inspections and work in her guests recently Mr. Roocke.
fer. .Kitep them up except for
I can't help being glad that Gov.
-The Chatterbox
camp have ,served to break the business manager of the Nashville
exercise and water.
Hoffman braved criticism and even
monotony of the wait for winter Agricultural and Normal Institute,
impeachment to reprieve a man
and family of Madison, Teun. Mrs.
to lift its seige.
HAS INDIAN STONE
from a death which time may still
Considerable interest has been Lowry went home with them for
prove would be unjust.
went
she
and
visit
days
few
a
shown in boxing, the latest addiJoe Wayne Tune Jr., has -two
Guess some of the country
from there to Nashville. Tenn., to
Indian stones, thought to be tomaTremon Beale said to. me: "Was tion to the recreational program. visit her sister a few weeks.
schools will be closing in Calloway
A series of bouts sponsored by
hawk stones, which he prizes much.
by now. Poor teachers! How they winters more severe when you
Miss Sady Nelle Brandon was in
Foreman Givens has met with enThe stones are very smooth with a
can continue to exist on present were young tthan now?" _ I said
week-'on
business.
last
Murray
thusiastic response by Participants
glossy finish and are not chipped
salaries, support their families, and "Yes". but oh!! tero I take.et DIU and
Mrs. Neumie Doherty and sons
audience alike. Especially
as many Indian stones are. The
spend every extra minute in col- back-been so awful cold this
last
left
Bobbie,
and
Ray
Billie
noteworthy are the bouts by Compstones were found in the lower
lege with enrollment fees $15 and winter that Mrs. Naomi Mills lost a ton and Kuykendall and Joe Wil- week for Arkansas where they will
counties near the Mississippi river
laboratory fees, books, board and goose and Mee Bess Thomas lost liams and Harley Liles, the former join Mr. Doherty, who has work
several years ago. The youth also
every other necessity outrageously the cat, froze to death on prayer pair well matched and character- there and the family will make
has a joint bone of an animal that
meetin' night.
' high, I can't imagine.
ized by smooth boxing, the bouts their home there for the winter.
evidently that of the buffalo,
is
widow
Beaman,
Martha
Mrs.
litand
Bray_
.
heriT and, Mrs.. Bok_
_and Mrs. Lloyd epicelensi
et the latter being featured by fast
It appears to be the front knee
_spent last week with his mother. the tile Tohn -William Beaman, is sledge hammer blows by both con- tle niece Nell Ruth Outland were
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Card of Thanks

HAZEL NEWLI

Have a Regular.
GS PLAIT
0

Murray High School
Honor Roll

Keep Them
lbalthy with a
Healthful Diet.

For Bad Feeling

To Guard Aginst
the Future . . .

To Enjoy Today and the
Many things Your Want

BREAKFAST!

Start it off with a
guarantee of
health and
energy:-

SUNBURST

Serve your family
cereals for breakfast; they Bart the
day right, especially
hot cereals now. And
be sure they 'have
plenty.of SUNBURST
so they'll like it!

Try,Sebring- Milk Warmed With Hot
Certals; They'll Like It Better
and Eat More!
RETURN MILK BOTTLES

1

When you bay a bottle of milk, you assume an obliroute
gation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.

Telephone 191-

• ,
-. 5,.,,,aseeeseeeseeedisSesellesieseletallet."1111.
,
1 14
.
11. 41.1"
.
•

The Coca Cola Bottling Co.

Dr. and Mrs. Jacob Mayer of
Louisville are visiting In the home
of Dr. Mayer's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jake Mayer. Dr. Mayer is
well known in this county.
Miss Eddie Lamb of eLoniseille
spent a few days hut week in
Hazel guest of her mother, Mrs.
Sallie Lamb.
Mrs. Emma Stone, returned home
last weeic after having spent several weeks in Missouri visiting
relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Thompson
were in Murray Monday visiting
relatives and friends.
_ Mrs. E. D. Miller is confined
to her bed this week suffering
with something like the flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Erwin of

Paducah, Kentucky
CONGRATULATES THE

Day-Night Lunch
For their 1935 (7pco Cola Sales whin led
the entire Paducah distOtt for any individual
business place. This_sale /to doubt reflects the popularity of the eating place ahd their propels handling of the National bottle drink.

The Day-Night Lunch
Thanks the many customers for their pAtronage of the past -year that enabled this district leadership.
You will always find Coca Cola at the
right temperature, quickly and colirteously served
here..
The Day-Night Lunch is not famous for
Coca Cola alone but for their complete menu of
fine foods-tastefully prepared.
The Day-Night I'late Lunch is winning more
and more friends here.

BT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
WEDNESDAY
-PHONE 1,07-

W. H. CARTER
DIAGNOSIRICIAN

Ten Years Experience

As useful is the regular savings plan_ to enjoy the presehtto have the things you want-a radio, automobile. home improvements
and home remodeling. A savings plan started several weeks or,
will make the ownership easy.
months before the pruchase
_ •

OAF

1

Radio & Refrigerator
Service
.

Murray Milk Products Co.
••

BLACK -DRAUGHT

This bank advises the same policy of conseivalism used in
its management for the management of the home. Budget your expenditures and include in the budget a savings account. It is such
•. a satisfaction to have a sum put away for emergencies- and for unexpected necessities.
We invite you to come in and talk over your savings plan with
as any banking problem you may have.
well
as
us

41*

We Want Your Bunuiei,-and-Will-Take-Good-Care-ofit

"ZaA o laarcm
MEMBER FEDERAL 15EPOSIT INSUsRANCE CORP.
All Accounts Insured up to $5,000.00
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BOB.FAIR BREAKS RIBS
With the entrance- of Hurt ill
.Picture
Brewers pricilelt_•,:i ?LA' today and temorro,‘.
defeating
in
trouble
little
--the second quarter. the Tilghman
25-19- in the Purchase-Pennyrile
Though unusual Accounts of suf•
•
Bob Fair. employe of the Murplayed inspired ball to score
quint
battle sponsared by the Interne- fering have not been reported,
ray Wholesale Grocery Co. broke
nine points to hold Murray scoretional Relations -Club of Murray there are doubtless many needy,
two of his left ribs Thursday mornless and the half ended 14-4, PaState College. Despite the bitter families in the county who have
ing in the storage room when he
ducah.
weather the game was well attend- suffered from lack of- fuel, slothThe above is a likeness of Ftalph
tripped over a hand truck
Tilgho
•
all
was
The third quarter
Adolph Zukor presents
-Dodger" Love._ who is playing his -man's by scoring 11 points to 'the eCL two bus loads Coming from lag and living quarters not any too
icy
over
private
away
of
snug. A great deal
third year as forward for the Dant Hollandmen's 4. The last quarter Nebo. 118 miles
roads, and a large delegation corn- charity has been done. Local coal
v:lle Admirals. Love looked escheer
dealers have reported an unprepecially good in state tournament Tigers slipped through eight mark- ing from Marshall county to
their favorites.
cedented demand for black diaplay last season. He is one of the ers and Tilghman tallied 10.
- In a prelim game. New Concord monds and no shortage here is
Stubblefield. Murray guard, hit
over Hardin 21-16 threatened.
smallest men on the team and one four baskets from the center of the easily triumphed
the Marshall county lads
The must serious accident of the
,af the most active. He is a senior floor in the final chapter to thrill though
made a valiant rally in the final cold snap was a double fracture
and has played varsity end on the the ' spectators
West
played a
quarter.
of the leg. just above the ankle.
football team for three years.
good defensive game as did Starks
Brewers got off to a 7-point lead suffered by Mrs. Myrtle Wall, bookA Paramount Pictur• with
for Murray. Alderson. Martin and
before Nebo cracked the ice but keeper for the J. D Rowlett Co..
Hurt was the "whole show- for
LARRY "BUSTER" CRABBE
once the Hopkins county quint ,got who slipped on the icy pavement
Tilghman. both Offensively and
... de- gaing it proved its superiority.
KATHLEEN BURKE
just in front of the Rowlett plant
fensiveiy. Mathis. Brewers' high point for- about nine o'clock
Wednesday The lienup:
BLUE
MONTE
was risitj. too single basket. morning. Mrs Wail was removed
ward_
Murray t18) - Prolei.---11Ighman (32)
Though Edwards led the.Purchase to the Mason Memorial Hospital
HATTON
ND
RAYMO
10
Martin
West 2
outfit with 8 po.nts little Red Riley
Alderson 16
Tryon 1
GLENN ERIKSON
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I
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C
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Jonea. Nebo forward. mauled the
Bryan
Stubblefield 8- G
nets for 15 'points, shooting from o
Ogden 2
Ward 11---eo-othe floor and foul line with dead- Our
1.
Subs: Murray—Hurley. McNutt
ly accuracy. Captain Bryant was
Tilghman: Hurt 5. Gilbert Ford.
the steadying influence of the visit- I r'urpo.e
Akers 2.
ors.
is to help you in
'Young- paced the scoreof in the
Friday night Baby Dcweese will Concord-Hardin fracas
8 every Svay possible
with
You'll howl .. . but you'll
bring his team from Sedalia. which points. The home team took an and the real exlove this delightful scamp
by „the way has a very impress- earls lead and never was headed tent of our efforts
--dressed like a tarlatan, but with a
ive record, to meet the Tigers on though Hardin outscored them 8 in
America's foremost dramatic family
Mem.
your behalf is
bole in his socks! Frank Morgan
the Mcirray- flour at 7:30 to m. On to 3 in the final quarter.
your
determined by
in a role area funnier than in
Friday week the Danville. Ky.,
Will appcar in Murray College Auditorium both matinee
needs and wishes.
"Naughty Mariekna" and "nil
five will journey to the Murray • .•
and evening
Affairs of Conlin"! It's a scream!
floor for a clash. Ted Sanford, Calloway Veterans to
OF
TOKEN
*ill be on
aria-opal at
Get $231,00 for Bonus 11N
...
THIS...
deck and reports that his netmen
Calloway county veteraos of the we place at your
are in fine conclatin for the tilt.
13.
Vreeld war will get almost a quar- disposal the serter of a million dollars out of the vices of a courpayment of the aoldier bonus. The teous, experienced
till has already passed both house
personnel and the
and senate by sufficient majorities
the very best
to - insure re-passage over a veto use of
by Christine Brown
of equipment in, Edward Freeman,, Calvert City and would dive the vets $50.00
cluding an exclusjunior, has been named editor-in- Ponds.
The exact amount which would ive ambulanct.
chief of the College News. °metal
,AUS.P/CES MURRAY PLAItOERS LEAGUE
newspaper of Murray State Col- be received. here is $231,442.85.
•
—
maw of itho. money w
Cr'
lege. —Pro?J. H. Churchill
7; 1.tions director for the college. into immediate circulation for
-.made the appointment dtreeman farms, homes,'improvements. cars.
Funeral Home
Glidewell. of ,debt payments and similar things.
succeteds ) Prather
starring FRANK MORGAN and
Telephone 7
Paducah.
Murray, sty.
CICELY COURTNEIDGE
It pays to read the classified ads.
"Ed4As an honor -student and -is
WITH
ANGEL • MERRITT!
HEATHER
with
I
'president of the junior class. His
UNA O'CONNOR
.1
MUNDIN
SHORT
D
SELECTE
I
selection as editor-in-chief was a
A rictrockoldwyntiver nertrn
SUBJECTS
result of -ability demonstrated in
Ithree journalism courses and several semester's Service on the ColLegs Nears ataff as managing editor
and then as publicity assistant. According to Mr.- Horti,n. his consciHistory is in -the makingpt!ople in -rural c4,trimunities era vitally
entious performance of his duties
interested in what steps will now be taken to improve farm prices .. .
and his loyalty to the principles
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...
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l
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the
--in
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the
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events
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- ...etion at a real bargain price.
,
chants can be classed as rackets or undependable.
welcoming address at the inaugin the
ural of President Richmond last
An article "'Wholesale Robbery
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September. Last year he was the
February issue of the "Readers Digest" explains
Daily
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such selling means.
shall County Club on the campus.
ten ears to hear...ton hearts
Kentucky's Largest Newspaper
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tucky Intercollegiate Press Assurge and glory of this mighty
sociation and spoke on -The Colmail
the
using
houses
`Delivered for a Full
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"There are
spectacle, this shining
lege Newspaper and National Af*der plan and basing lure on elaborately planned
romance...as impassioned
Year by Mail for only
fairs" at the last meeting of this
catalogues".
now as when it first awed
organization. at Bowling Green in
the world with its perfection!
December. 1935.
"An imitation pearl necklace, for example,
The new sditor is an English maAdolph law, p 00000 Ps
carried a catalogue "wholesale" price of $2.a5;
jor and a member of the English
_the actual wholesale price was $1.38. The catalogue
Club. His ambition _is. to be a
CECIL
listed a French enamel toilet set at $22.50 "Wholewriter. He plans to receive his
A. B. degree in February, 1937.
sale"; the real price, wholesale, was $10. The same
relative price scale prevailed throughout this
Kentucky's Largest Afternoon Newspaper
Dairy feeding schooTi are. to -be
ers" catalogue."
"wholesal
held in Caldwell county at, raneeDelivered for-a- Full
ton and Fredonia.
"And don't forget that racketeers in this
Year By Mail for only
field are wise to the old "loss leader" trick-quoting
A farm bureau was organized in
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This-is really a sensa- -or.
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a chance to buy something "at a discount"
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who ran furnish an it. E.- D. box - number adnothing elgLP that v,;- usad
dress, and from those residents In towns in
or "at Wholesale", keep in mind this one basic
•can buy at this _Sfrit
Kentucky. Indiana and Tennessee where these
fact; No way has yet been devised to sell things
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cost that will -givt,
first day
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. and -your fainil.
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- sure at-At , at
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READ THIS ARTICLE AT OUR STORE
to your remittance._
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— Ralph Love

TORNADO DOWNS
TIGER FIVE 36-16

Lily Pons

"I DREAM
TOO MUCH"

Ne_bo Bests Brewers,
uoncords WinS 21-16

Not Everybody'in
Calloway county sub'
scribes to the Ledger!
& Times but nearly;
everybody reads it!' ;

SATURDAY ONLY

Lose Ofil

111VAN" I

Joe Brown 1

Sincere

•

SUNDAY and MONDAY

IT'S YOUR NEW LAU

Ethel Barrymore Colt

FRMAY, JANUARY 31, 1936
MATINEE: "The Rival84" 3 in.
Admisaion .50c-

Edward- Freeman
College. Editor

*
EVENING."Accept on Youth," 8 p.
Admission S1.50. Children 50c

TERRT-CINTIN

ATTENTION

•

BUYING AT
WHOLESALE!

Only R.F. D.Box Holders and Residents of Small Towns
.
Are Offered This Sensational Bargain!
.

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

COURIER-JOURNAL
$350

OR

THE LOUISVILLE TIM

yht

11.0aMILLE'S
.

$300

LORIBTTwil YOUNG
nENRY wnicoxoN •

COLDS
FEVER

COUPON

vice. Ito not ddlay . . .
open ,only
the-offer
for a litnited time. _

4

THIS
OFFER
EXPIRES
'FEB. 29th

Please enter my subscription for—
, Thle
,r

inclosing $3.50
Daily ourier-Journai tot which I
Lo.....,441e Times for -.which .1.am AuClosing 83-00 - -
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Foistoofru- e

.

Route

State.

W YOU' ARE NOW A SUBSCRIBER ATTACH TO THIS ORDER
*THE LABEL CARRYING irotat NAME AND ADDRESS WFUCH
IS .PASTED TO YOUR PAPER, THIS 4ILL,AVOID ANY ER- •
ROR IN RECORDING YOUR RENEWAL.
a ,Moen-per. theyterm of your subscrtpton will-,
If you are already '
•
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PROTECT YOURSELF

this cold, damp weather
with comfortable shoes.
NEW SOLES MAKE THEM
WINTER-READY

Next Thursday and Friday

H.B.BAILEY

wet
6 or e'
1.<‘‘
00t
,
coos•-

THE JEWELER

—at—

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

It will prove cheaper to buy from the Local
merchant who is here to stay and necessarily to
back up his merchandise.
-
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